
“Computers in Middle School Education”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Learning And Instruction

Computer Applications In Education

The Impact Of The Computer On Educatio

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Computer's Role In Instruction

 Instructional Technology

 Early Applications

 The Internet Era

 Outcomes Research

 Social Context

 Gagne's Nine Events of Instruction

Definition/Overview:

The first topic establishes a framework for looking at the computer's role in instruction and

examines its role in student learning. A brief review of behaviorist and constructivist theories

of instruction and learning is presented. The intent is to demonstrate that the computer can be

a practical tool used in concert with teaching strategies that have a solid theoretical basis.

We recognize that thinking patterns and learning styles vary and that many different

cognitive processes and intelligences should be valued. This topic presents a brief overview
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of types of intelligences, perception and motivation in order to emphasize the importance of

analyzing student populations and matching instructional materials to student needs.

Recognizing the important role that software plays in instruction and learning, a good deal of

discussion takes place on the selection and evaluation of effective software.

Key Points:

1. Computer's Role in Instruction

American education has long incorporated technology in K-12 classrooms tape recorders,

televisions, calculators, computers, and many others. Computer-assisted instruction (CAI)

refers to the use of computers and computer-related applications such as the Internet to

support instruction and cognition. CAI also takes into consideration the processes involved in

the integration of these technologies into existing curricula. Research on the effectiveness of

computer use on educational outcomes is mixed, but suggests that computer-based instruction

increases student achievement at least as much as more conventional modes of instruction.

While information technologies, more specifically desktop computers, have had an enormous

impact on American business and how business is transacted over the past several decades,

instruction at the K-12 level has not undergone the megachange that technology was

predicted to produce in U.S. schools. However, CAI is still an important component of

curriculum in the Information Age. CAI may include: assessment of students, presentation of

educational materials, repetitive drill practice, game-based drills, and tracking of student

performance and progress. This entry looks at the growth of CAI from a tool used to facilitate

drills to a central player in preparing students for a digital society.

2. Instructional Technology

Instructional technology is used as a broad term and includes the theory and practice

regarding the design, development, application, management, and evaluation of the processes

and resources that promote learning. This definition, endorsed by the Association for
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Educational Communications and Technology, is a concise statement about the field and one

that may be surprising to those not involved in instructional design processes. It is not

unusual for those who are responsible for the delivery of instruction to think of instructional

technology in technical termscomputers, networks, software, and the like. As can be seen

from the definition, instructional technology involves the systematic application of processes

to solve instructional problems. Currently, professionals in the field use the term

interchangeably with educational technology, although a strong argument has been made by

some leading professionals that instructional technology is a subset of educational technology

focusing on learning that is purposive and managed.

The literature of the field is replete with other terms, such as instructional development,

instructional design, instructional systems design, and even instructional media, that are

often used interchangeably with instructional technology. The definition and the resulting

confusion of terms evolved throughout the 1900s as education, instruction, and technology

changed. A brief look at the history of instructional technology may help to clarify this issue.

3. Early Applications

The first computers used for instruction were computer-driven flight simulators used to train

pilots at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the 1950s. Before the introduction of

microcomputers, computer companies such as IBM pioneered efforts in helping to define the

role of computers in education. In 1959, schoolchildren used IBM computers for the first

time, for solving arithmetic problems.

In the early 1970s, IBM produced the first instructional mainframe with multimedia learning

stations and worked with universities to develop CAI materials. For example, Stanford

University's Patrick Suppes, considered the grandfather of CAI, developed the Coursewriter

language to create reading and math drill-and-practice lessons, setting the standard for

subsequent instructional software. After systematically analyzing courses in arithmetic and

other subjects, Suppes designed highly structured computer systems featuring learner

feedback, lesson branching, and student recordkeeping.
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During the 1970s, another influential source of CAI was the University of Illinois PLATO

system. This system included hundreds of tutorial and drill-and-practice programs. Like other

systems of the time, PLATO's resources were available through timesharing on a mainframe

computer. Mainframes and minicomputer CAI systems, often developed by universities to

serve school districts, dominated the field at the time. However, high maintenance costs and

teachers' dislike of centralized control by district personnel eventually led to a decline in their

use by the late 1970s.

With the development of the stand-alone, desktop computer in the late 1970s, control of

educational computers was in the hands of teachers. Educational software became more

widely available and was designed to meet teachers' classroom needs. With federal funding,

the Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium (MECC) became the single largest

computer software provider at the time. Teachers initially sought to be actively involved in

the creation of software and other facets of computing, but interest faded as teachers realized

how time consuming that would be. To make CAI more cost effective, districts purchased

integrated learning systems (ILSs) that were administered via a central network and that used

prepackaged curricula to support standards-based instruction, shifting control of educational

computing again to a central source.

In the late 1970s, the idea of CAI developed into computer literacy, as skills in programming

and word processing were seen as essential for functioning in society. Non-computer-literate

students were predicted to become educationally disadvantaged. Lack of agreement on what

exactly these essential computing skills should be and how to best measure them caused this

idea to fade. In the 1980s, mathematician Seymour Papert's LOGO programming language

sought to shift the focus from drill-and-practice applications of technology to viewing

computers as a tool for problem solving. While some research did indicate positive effects

from the use of LOGO, by the 1990s, LOGO was all but forgotten in educational circles.

In the 1970s and 1980s, drill-and-practice software was readily available and commonly used

in classrooms. Often mimicking electronic flash cards or workbooks, this type of software

showed math problems or tested vocabulary, giving simple feedback after a student response.

However, incorrect answers often yielded more intricate or interesting forms of feedback,

leading students to purposely give wrong answers. Further, issues with a limited catalog of

software titles, aging hardware in the schools, inadequate staff development, and a perceived
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lack of direct correlation between technology and traditional school curricula led to a waning

interest in educational technology.

4. The Internet Era

The dawning of the Internet era in the 1990s reignited teacher interest in using CAI. Mosaic,

the first browser software, transformed a formerly text-based Internet, used predominantly by

the engineering and scientific communities, into an easily accessible medium combining text

and graphics. With the arrival of the new millennium, educators and students delighted in the

connectivity that the Internet era ushered in. Further, the proliferation of educational software

titles, efforts to address compatibility issues among operating systems, and successful

attempts at meaningful integration of school curricula with emerging technologies spurred

educators to reevaluate technology's role in classrooms. E-mail, videoconferencing, portable

wireless devices, multimedia capability, and ease of access to online resources led to

increases in distance learning opportunities.

While educational games and drill-and-practice software continued to be popular in schools,

common uses of CAI now routinely include tutorials, simulations, and other open-ended

applications to encourage divergent thinking. As new technologies were being adapted for

classroom use, the International Society for Technology in Education developed the National

Educational Technology Standards (NETS) for teachers, students, and administrators to

provide a framework to guide classroom activities and foster the cohesion that was previously

lacking.

CAI software, often called instructional software, teaches specific skills and knowledge, often

narrowed to a specific content area and grade range. This is in contrast to tool software,

which can be used in general to help students through problem processing at any grade level

and in any content area, including word processors, concept processors for outlining ideas,

spreadsheets, databases, audio-video editors, presentation

programs, Web browsers, Logo programming language, and others.

Today, computers are powerful enough to act as file servers, and CAI can be delivered either

through an integrated learning system or as stand-alone software. Typical CAI software
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provides text and multiple-choice questions or problems to students, offers immediate

feedback, notes incorrect responses, summarizes students' performance, and generates

exercises for worksheets and tests. CAI typically presents tasks for which there is one correct

answer; it can evaluate simple numeric or very simple alphabetic responses, but it cannot

evaluate complex student responses.

5. Outcomes Research

While the ubiquity of classroom technologies cannot be denied, clear impact on student

academic achievement is not easy to determine because of sparse empirical evidence mostly

due to methodological problems. A great deal of research was conducted during the 1970s,

1980s, and early 1990s on the effects of computer use on student achievement, attitudes, and

other variables. Lack of depth in CAI inquiries makes generalizations difficult. Studies of

effectiveness often pit one computer application against another or compare computer-based

methods to teacher-directed activities. This type of horse-race research mentality does not

yield effective data from which to draw conclusions.

Despite the lack of comprehensive studies of overall use, substantial research has examined

the effects of using computers for particular kinds of instruction across a wide range of topics

and age groups. Qualitative inquiries on the uses of computers in classroom instruction have

documented positive effects on student affect and student and teacher motivation, as well as

some positive impact on learning in specific classroom contexts.

Research clearly indicates that merely installing the hardware does not produce the desired

outcomes. One of the main reasons for this is that technology has often been introduced as an

addition on to an existing, unchanged classroom setting. Nowadays educators have a more

integrated vision in which technology is considered together with the educational strategies,

contents, and activities of the classroom, realizing that successful and effective learning with

computers must rely on sound instructional practices that are congruent with how teaching

and learning are viewed today.
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6. Social Context

Historically and presently, the introduction of technologies in education has at times

coincided with a need to improve educational outcomes or solve problems in U.S. schools.

For example, after the Soviet launching of the Sputnik satellite in 1957, the National Defense

Education Act sought to place overhead projectors in classrooms as a way to improve science

and math achievement in public schools. In the 1960s, educational television for youngsters,

often featuring culturally diverse children and themes, brought into focus a changing U.S.

demographic and their social and literacy needs. Educational television flourished, capturing

the interest of the American populace. After the publication of the report A Nation at Risk in

1983, which highlighted the shortcomings of American schools, educational reformers urged

better integration of CAI to support a student-centered, inquiry-based mode of learning in

classrooms.

During the 1990s state and federal initiatives sought to increase educational technology in

classrooms and to link the nation's classrooms to the Information Super Highway in an effort

to prepare students for the world of work in a digital society. The sophisticated educational

software available today bears only minimal semblance to early electronic applications.

Today, electronically linked text, or hypertext, intelligent computer tools that shape computer

programs to suit learner needs, and integrated learning systems that monitor progress in

academic subjects provide an endless number of CAI opportunities. A strong argument for

increasing CAI is that computers are essential for preparing students for an increasingly

digital world. Add to this the likelihood that school will be the only place the urban poor will

ever use a computer before going into the job market, and it becomes even more imperative

that schools maximize how CAI is used.

Presently, many state and national educational initiatives are supporting technology reform

efforts in many schools. Educators realize that electronic communication is becoming less an

option and more a requirement for students' success in the twenty-first century. The

International Reading Association recognized this in its 2001 position statement on

integrating technology into the literacy curriculum. Becoming fully literate, the association

argues, includes becoming proficient in the new literacies of information and communication

technology. Therefore, literacy educators have a responsibility to integrate emerging

technologies into the literacy curriculum in order to adequately prepare students for their role
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in society. In simplest terms, information and communication technologies in and out of the

classroom are redefining teaching and learning.

7. Gagne's Nine Events of Instruction

Gagne's book, The Conditions of Learning, first published in 1965, identified the mental

conditions for learning. These were based on the information processing model of the mental

events that occur when adults are presented with various stimuli. Gagne created a nine-step

process called the events of instruction, which correlate to and address the conditions of

learning.

7.1 Gain attention

In order for any learning to take place, you must first capture the attention of the

student. A multimedia program that begins with an animated title screen sequence

accompanied by sound effects or music startles the senses with auditory or visual

stimuli. An even better way to capture students' attention is to start each lesson with a

thought-provoking question or interesting fact. Curiosity motivates students to learn.

7.2 Inform learners of objectives

Early in each lesson students should encounter a list of learning objectives. This

initiates the internal process of expectancy and helps motivate the learner to complete

the lesson. These objectives should form the basis for assessment and possible

certification as well. Typically, learning objectives are presented in the form of "Upon

completing this lesson you will be able to. . . ." The phrasing of the objectives

themselves will be covered under Robert Mager's contributions later in this chapter.
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7.3Stimulate recall of prior learning

Associating new information with prior knowledge can facilitate the learning process.

It is easier for learners to encode and store information in long-term memory when

there are links to personal experience and knowledge. A simple way to stimulate

recall is to ask questions about previous experiences, an understanding of previous

concepts, or a body of content.

7.4 Present the content

This event of instruction is where the new content is actually presented to the learner.

Content should be chunked and organized meaningfully, and typically is explained

and then demonstrated. To appeal to different learning modalities, a variety of media

should be used if possible, including text, graphics, audio narration, and video.

7.5 Provide "learning guidance"

To help learners encode information for long-term storage, additional guidance should

be provided along with the presentation of new content. Guidance strategies include

the use of examples, non-examples, case studies, graphical representations,

mnemonics, and analogies.

7.6 Elicit performance (practice)

In this event of instruction, the learner is required to practice the new skill or

behavior. Eliciting performance provides an opportunity for learners to confirm their

correct understanding, and the repetition further increases the likelihood of retention.
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7.8 Provide feedback

As learners practice new behavior it is important to provide specific and immediate

feedback of their performance. Unlike questions in a post-test, exercises within

tutorials should be used for comprehension and encoding purposes, not for formal

scoring. Additional guidance and answers provided at this stage are called formative

feedback.

7.9 Assess performance

Upon completing instructional modules, students should be given the opportunity to

take (or be required to take) a post-test or final assessment. This assessment should be

completed without the ability to receive additional coaching, feedback, or hints.

Mastery of material, or certification, is typically granted after achieving a certain

score or percent correct. A commonly accepted level of mastery is 80% to 90%

correct.

8. Enhance retention and transfer to the job

Determining whether or not the skills learned from a training program are ever applied back

on the job often remains a mystery to training managers - and a source of consternation for

senior executives. Effective training programs have a "performance" focus, incorporating

design and media that facilitate retention and transfer to the job. The repetition of learned

concepts is a tried and true means of aiding retention, although often disliked by students.

(There was a reason for writing spelling words ten times as grade school student.) Creating

electronic or online job-aids, references, templates, and wizards are other ways of aiding

performance.

Applying Gagne's nine-step model to any training program is the single best way to ensure an

effective learning program. A multimedia program that is filled with glitz or that provides

unlimited access to Web-based documents is no substitute for sound instructional design.
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While those types of programs might entertain or be valuable as references, they will not

maximize the effectiveness of information processing - and learning will not occur.

9. How to Apply Gagne's Events of Instruction in e-Learning

As an example of how to apply Gagne's events of instruction to an actual training program,

let's look at a high-level treatment for a fictitious software training program. We'll assume

that we need to develop a CD-ROM tutorial to teach sales representatives how to use a new

lead-tracking system called STAR, which runs on their laptop computers.

9. Gain attention

The program starts with an engaging opening sequence. A space theme is used to play off the

new software product's name, STAR. Inspirational music accompanies the opening sequence,

which might consist of a shooting star or animated logo. When students access the first

lesson, the vice president of sales appears on the screen in a video clip and introduces the

course. She explains how important it is to stay on the cutting edge of technology and how

the training program will teach them to use the new STAR system. She also emphasizes the

benefits of the STAR system, which include reducing the amount of time representatives

need to spend on paperwork.

10. Inform learners of objectives

The VP of sales presents students with the following learning objectives immediately after

the introduction.

Upon completing this lesson you will be able to:

 List the benefits of the new STAR system.

 Start and exit the program.

 Generate lead-tracking reports by date, geography, and source.
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 Print paper copies of all reports.

11. Stimulate recall of prior learning

Students are called upon to use their prior knowledge of other software applications to

understand the basic functionality of the STAR system. They are asked to think about how

they start, close, and print from other programs such as their word processor, and it is

explained that the STAR system works similarly. Representatives are asked to reflect on the

process of the old lead-tracking system and compare it to the process of the new electronic

one.

12. Present the content

Using screen images captured from the live application software and audio narration, the

training program describes the basic features of the STAR system. After the description, a

simple demonstration is performed.

13. Provide "learning guidance"

With each STAR feature, students are shown a variety of ways to access it - using short-cut

keys on the keyboard, drop-down menus, and button bars. Complex sequences are chunked

into short, step-by-step lists for easier storage in long-term memory.

14. Elicit performance (practice)

After each function is demonstrated, students are asked to practice with realistic, controlled

simulations. For example, students might be asked to "Generate a report that shows all active

leads in the state of New Jersey." Students are required to use the mouse to click on the

correct on-screen buttons and options to generate the report.
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15. Provide feedback

During the simulations, students are given guidance as needed. If they are performing

operations correctly, the simulated STAR system behaves just as the live application would.

If the student makes a mistake, the tutorial immediately responds with an audible cue, and a

pop-up window explains and reinforces the correct operation.

16. Assess performance

After all lessons are completed, students are required to take a post-test. Mastery is achieved

with an 80% or better score, and once obtained, the training program displays a completion

certificate, which can be printed. The assessment questions are directly tied to the learning

objectives displayed in the lessons.

17. Enhance retention and transfer to the job

While the STAR system is relatively easy to use, additional steps are taken to ensure

successful implementation and widespread use among the sales force. These features include

online help and "wizards", which are step-by-step instructions on completing complex tasks.

Additionally, the training program is equipped with a content map, an index of topics, and a

search function. These enable students to use the training as a just-in-time support tool in the

future. Finally, a one-page, laminated quick reference card is packaged with the training CD-

ROM for further reinforcement of the learning session.

18. Authentic Assessment

Authentic assessment enables educators to determine students' skills, knowledge, and

competencies and to provide evidence of their learning. Utilizing a variety of performance-

based measures, complex rubrics, and real-world tasks, authentic assessment encourages

greater understanding of concepts in a meaningful context. Developed in response to the rote

memorization and less complex assessments of objective measurements such as multiple-
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choice tests, which have been traditionally employed in education, authentic assessment

provides a more engaging and effective way to measure students' learning while promoting

understanding and valuing the process of learning. This entry looks at how the process

developed and how it works.

18.1 How it Developed

In the 1990s, renewed interest in holding public education accountable led state

legislatures and the U.S. government to require ongoing and in-depth testing at

various points in students' educational careers. Performance-based funding initiatives

in states across the nation ensured that testing would become standardized in an

attempt to homogenize the curricula and the depth and breadth of student learning in

various disciplines. Proponents of mandatory standardized testing also endeavored to

create normalized benchmarks of student competencies across school districts and

state lines in the nation.

Teachers soon discovered that standardized testing did not engender the in-depth

understanding that their students would need for lifelong learning. Grant Wiggins, a

former secondary school English and philosophy teacher, has been at the forefront of

the authentic assessment movement for the past twenty years. In his 1993 book,

Assessing Student Performance: Exploring the Purpose and Limits of Testing,

Wiggins challenged the morality of standardized testing and multiple-choice tests,

which involve discrete and simple facts and assess student learning on a superficial

level of understanding. Wiggins posed authentic assessment as an antidote to these

less effective types of tests. Authenticity produces greater student achievement and

learning while providing relevant, contextual, real-world applications of curricular

concepts that incorporate problem-solving and critical thinking skills.

Wiggins also has suggested that to design appropriate assessments, teachers need

clearly defined curricular goals; then, they can figure out what to assess and what data

they need to do so. In 1998, Wiggins and coauthor Jay McTighe further developed

this idea in Understanding by Design, which employs backwards design in curriculum

and assessment planning. This design encourages teachers to determine the results
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they seek, then identify appropriate evidence of those results. After completing the

steps, teachers plan learning activities and determine instructional methods.

Ultimately, teachers establish curricular priorities based on their instructional

objectives regarding three levels of knowledge, including material worth being

familiar with, followed by knowledge important to know and do.

The ultimate goal, Wiggins and McTighe have suggested, is that teaching will lead to

enduring understanding, whereby students are able to absorb more in-depth

knowledge, producing performances or exhibiting critical thinking skills that exceed

in quality the products of traditional instructional experiences. A focus on enduring

understanding stresses ideas, principles, and processes rather than simple facts,

ensuring that students are able to apply their knowledge in new ways and in different

contexts.

19. How it Works

Teachers design successful authentic experiences when students employ a complex array of

critical thinking and problem-solving skills that involve independent research, analysis, and

application of knowledge. Students engaged in applying knowledge in new and meaningful

ways are expected to achieve enduring understanding, a characteristic of authentic

assessment.

Authentic assessment focuses on contextual learning in an environment that fosters inquiry

and enduring understanding using evidence collected by the teacher in ongoing evaluations of

student learning. The evidence of authentic learning involves documenting performances and

products developed during a unit or over a period of time, which may include observations,

dialogues, and students' self-evaluations. To employ authentic assessment methods, teachers

design open-ended, complex assignments.

As Wiggins and McTighe have noted, these tasks and projects replicate issues and challenges

faced by adults in real life and include short-term tasks as well as longer and more complex

projects requiring performances and production. Characteristics of performance tasks and

projects include a real or simulated setting, a targeted audience, a specific purpose that has
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meaning or is of importance to the audience, the personalization of the students' experiences,

and the task, criteria, and standards for students before and during the learning activities.

Further, Wiggins and McTighe have explored the various qualities of authentic assessment in

six levels of understanding. They have suggested that students who truly understand concepts

are able to explain, interpret, apply, see in perspective, demonstrate empathy, and reveal self-

knowledge, with clearly defined criteria for performance and production. As Wiggins

explained in Assessing Student Performance, authenticity is thus characterized by

intellectually challenging learning experiences that require students to be creative and that

involve and engage them with worthwhile problems and questions. Other examples of

authentic assessment include contextual learning, which replicates real-life situations or

employs actual problems that require students to apply a repertoire of skills and knowledge

that lead to a sound judgment or an effective solution.

Students who engage in tasks that require the development and creation of an actual artifact

or product according to preestablished criteria and standards are providing evidence of

authentic assessment. In addition, such assessment involves interactions between teachers and

students about the evaluation process itself and provides students with opportunities to justify

responses and to explain further through follow-up questions and challenges that allow for

feedback, correction, and improvement. These projects and performances also increase

students' engagement with both the process and the product, ensuring that students have

greater motivation and responsibility for their learning and teachers get feedback in order to

design ever more effective tools for evaluating them.

Ultimately, authentic assessment provides students with enduring understanding in a

meaningful context that replicates the experiences of living in a complex, ever-changing

society. In this way, as Wiggins and his colleague have suggested, authentic assessment

prepares students to negotiate the challenges of everyday life, the complex world of careers

and work, and the diverse needs of individuals and societies both now and in the future

Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:
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 Computer Uses in Education

 What Research Finds

 How Science Teachers Are Using Computers

 Constraints To Classroom Computer Use

 The Ideal Computer Environment

 Information Literacy

Definition/Overview:

This topic looks at the computers role in teacher centered instruction and in student centered

learning. It demonstrates that the computer can be a practical tool used in concert with varied

teaching strategies that have a solid theoretical basis.

This topic extends the concept of productivity tools to software in the time tested teaching

strategies of drill and practice, tutorial instruction, and simulation. Teaching and learning,

though closely related, are not the same thing. If we believe that education is the business of

fostering student learning, computer applications that help students to learn more easily

should then be seen as productivity tools.

Key Points:

1. Computer Uses in Education

Computer use by any teacher is a function of his or her computer experience and expertise,

availability of hardware and software, and perceived need. An excellent science course may

be taught without the use of a computer. However, the careful incorporation of computers

into a science course can and does add an important level of enhancement. Although not as

conclusive as one might hope, studies do indicate that computer use in science education can

improve learning and positively influence students' attitudes and self-esteem.
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The importance of using computers in a science class may not be limited to the ability of

computer assisted instruction (CAI) to improve learning. Rather, computer use adds another

dimension to the teacher's repertoire of strategies, which may improve overall learning.

Another important reason to include student computer use in a science course is that most (if

not all) students, especially those planning a career in science, will be required to be

computer literate. As students interact with computers in a variety of ways within their

science courses, their degree of computer awareness and literacy will increase.

2. What Research Finds

The following studies found positive effects associated with microcomputer use in science

education applications:

 Higher achievement and more positive attitudes were observed in a high school biology

course that was "computer-loaded".

 Scientific reasoning skills were found to be enhanced using a microcomputer-based

curriculum.

 Specialized computer programs were found to help develop inquiry skills while also

increasing scientific knowledge even when strong "misconceptions" were present at the start.

More than one study found that computer use by students enhanced their self-esteem. This

may also account, in part or in whole, for the increased interest in science by lower achieving

students who have computers incorporated into their curriculum. Whatever the reason, the

effect is positive and adds another reason to use computers in the classroom.

Some studies, however, find CAI to be of limited value in science applications, especially

when the control group is given equivalent non-computer support. For example, a study by

Wainwright (1989) showed that a control group using worksheets scored significantly higher

than did an experimental group using CAI. Wainwright suggests that paper and pencil

worksheets allowed the students to more easily experiment with trial and error in balancing

chemical equations.

A major problem in evaluating the results of studies designed to measure the value of CAI is

the elusive factor of the quality of the software used in the study. Not only should the
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software be well designed, but there also must be a match between the objectives of the

software (or courseware), the understanding of the teacher as to how to apply it, and the

needs or interests of the students.

3. How Science Teachers Are Using Computers

Most teachers are willing to incorporate computers into their curricula when the obstacles are

not overwhelming. The desired uses, however, include more than CAI. In fact, a relatively

small number of science teachers use computers for CAI and lab applications because there

isn't enough hardware and because lab applications require both specialized hardware and

software. A study of secondary science teacher needs revealed that, of the nearly 800

respondents, 70% wished to know more about using computers to deliver science instruction,

64% to manage instruction, and 60% to use a test item data bank.

The most widely used application appears to be wordprocessing. Test and worksheet

production takes the lead in this area, and customized laboratory activities are produced as

well. Many science teachers employ spreadsheet or customized or commercial grade book

programs to record, calculate, and post student grades. Using test item banks to sort and

select questions is becoming more popular as software and banks become more available.

Finally, a small number of teachers are using computers to produce items such as crossword

puzzles, word searches, posters, signs, and diagrams to support instructional activities.

A small but increasing number of science teachers are using computers as a component in

selected laboratory activities. Microcomputer-based laboratories (MBLs) employ computers

interfaced with commercial or "home-built" transducers. Using the appropriate software

allows the computers to measure, record, graph, and analyze a variety of physical quantities:

temperature, light, pH, pressure, and electrical and magnetic parameters, to list the most

common. Some teachers create their own programs, in a computer language such as BASIC,

that allow both students and teachers to evaluate the accuracy of laboratory data and/or

calculations.

On the cutting edge of classroom computer applications, interactive videodisks are making

their way into many science classrooms. To date, the most popular subject areas have been
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biology and earth science, and interactive video programs with related courseware have

recently been produced for physics and chemistry. A physical science curriculum project in

Texas purports to have had significant success with a videodisk-based program. The report

states that even though the effects of using this curriculum varied considerably by teacher and

other factors, the overall results were positive, with the greatest achievement gains being for

"low-ability" students.

Finally, students are increasingly being introduced to computer database searching at school.

Many high schools subscribe to databases on CD-ROM (compact disk, read-only memory).

In addition, modems are used to access university and government databases at remote

locations. Such databases range from libraries' online catalogs to scientific data being

gathered from spacecraft and satellites.

4. Constraints To Classroom Computer Use

By far the major factor inhibiting computer use in the classroom is the insufficient amount of

computer hardware and software available due to budgetary constraints. It often takes a

science department three to six years to obtain even the minimum number of computers

necessary for one teacher to effectively incorporate CAI and MBLs into the curriculum.

Although just one or two computers can be incorporated into classroom activities, this

number will support a very limited number of strategies. Moving computers in and out of a

classroom is time consuming and significantly inhibits their use. Moving students to a

"computer lab" also has several constraints, the two major ones being that the typical

computer lab is too small and that teachers must compete for limited lab time.

5. The Ideal Computer Environment

An ideal computer learning environment, possible with current technology, might be an

arrangement where each student has access to a "friendly" computer station consisting of

high quality computer managed instruction (CMI), touch screen color displays and interactive

video. At such a station each student could proceed at his or her own rate. Motivated students

of the very highest ability might learn at three to four times the average classroom rate,
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completing two or three high school science courses a year. Students who seem to learn more

slowly could be given extra months to complete a course without failure. The "average"

student might elect to proceed at a pace equivalent to the conventional course.

An important feature of the CMI would be the learner's ability to choose whether to proceed

or to review when attempting to master course objectives. Research has shown that learning

increases when the learner has some control over the CAI program. In addition, students

would be encouraged to repeat for themselves demonstrations observed on the interactive

videodisk. And, regardless of the degree of computer involvement, there must also be a

substantial hands-on laboratory component integrated into each science course. MBLs would

also play a major role in the labs of the future.

Students in the ideal computer environment would also be encouraged (or required) to

participate in cooperative activities as part of the complete science course, perhaps in the

form of problem solving activities that would not require that all students in a group be at the

same level of instruction. Indeed, it might be very beneficial to create cooperative problem

solving groups composed of students currently studying topics in different areas (i.e. earth

science, biology, chemistry, and physics), or at differing levels of an integrated science

curriculum.

The role of the teacher in a room of 24 such individual stations would be to discuss questions

and concerns brought to them by the students, as well as coordinate and oversee laboratory

activities. The role of the science teacher would be dramatically different, yet just as valuable

and rewarding as it is now. The teacher's job might become even more rewarding as ideal

learning conditions replace the disadvantages of group instruction and more time becomes

available for meaningful student contact.

Computer use in the classroom is still in its infancy. Its overall effectiveness needs to be

enhanced by better hardware and software as well as greatly increased availability of each.

More research is needed to discover the most effective strategies for their use. The rate at

which computers will be used to enhance education, in science and in other fields, depends

mainly upon state and national monetary commitment, followed by the willingness of

individual schools to provide good inservice programs.
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Science education of the future will certainly incorporate computer use--including

wordprocessing, many forms of CAI, laboratory instrumentation, interactive video

courseware, and scientific database searching--and the educational process will be better

because of it.

6. Information Literacy

Several conceptions and definitions of information literacy have become prevalent. For

example, one conception defines information literacy in terms of a set of competencies that

an informed citizen of an information society ought to possess to participate intelligently and

actively in that society (from ).

The American Library Association's (ALA) Presidential Committee on Information Literacy,

Final Report states, "To be information literate, a person must be able to recognize when

information is needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed

information" (1989).

Jeremy Shapiro & Shelley Hughes (1996) define information literacy as "A new liberal art

that extends from knowing how to use computers and access information to critical reflection

on the nature of information itself, its technical infrastructure and its social, cultural, and

philosophical context and impact." (from )

Information literacy is becoming a more important part of K-12 education. It is also a vital

part of university-level education. In our information-centric world, students must develop

skills early on so they are prepared for post-secondary opportunities, whether in the

workplace or in pursuit of higher education.

7. History of the concept

A seminal event in the development of the concept of information literacy was the

establishment of the American Library Association's Presidential Committee on Information

Literacy, whose final report outlined the importance of the concept. The concept of
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information literacy built upon and expanded the decades-long efforts of librarians to help

their users learn about and how to utilize research tools (e.g., periodical indexes) and

materials in their own libraries. Librarians wanted users to be able to transfer and apply this

knowledge to new environments and to research tools that were new to them. Information

literacy expands this effort beyond libraries and librarians, and focuses on the learner, rather

than the teacher (Grassian, 2004; Grassian and Kaplowitz, 2001, pp.14-20).

Other important events include:

 1974: The related term Information Skills was first introduced in 1974 by Zurkowski to refer

to people who are able to solve their information problems by using relevant information

sources and applying relevant technology.

 1983: A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Education Reform

o shows that we are "raising a new generation of Americans that is scientifically and

technologically illiterate."

 1986: Educating Students to Think: The Role of the School Library Media Program

o outlines the roles of the library and the information resources in K-12 education

 1987: Information Skills for an Information Society: A Review of Research

o includes library skills and computer skills in the definition of information literacy

 1988: Information Power: Guidelines for School Library Media Programs

 1989: National Forum on Information Literacy (NFIL), a coalition of more than 90 national

and international organizations, has its first meeting

 1998: Information Power: Building Partnerships for Learning

o Emphasizes that the mission of the school library media program is "to ensure that students

and staff are effective users of ideas and information."

8. Specific aspects of information literacy

 Tool literacy, or the ability to understand and use the practical and conceptual tools of

current information technology relevant to education and the areas of work and professional

life that the individual expects to inhabit.

 Resource literacy, or the ability to understand the form, format, location and access methods

of information resources, especially daily expanding networked information resources.
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 Social-structural literacy, or understanding how information is socially situated and

produced.

 Research literacy, or the ability to understand and use the IT-based tools relevant to the

work of today's researcher and scholar.

 Publishing literacy, or the ability to format and publish research and ideas electronically, in

textual and multimedia forms (including via World Wide Web, electronic mail and

distribution lists, and CD-ROMs).

 Emerging technology literacy, or the ability to continuously adapt to, understand, evaluate

and make use of the continually emerging innovations in information technology so as not to

be a prisoner of prior tools and resources, and to make intelligent decisions about the

adoption of new ones.

 Critical literacy, or the ability to evaluate critically the intellectual, human and social

strengths and weaknesses, potentials and limits, benefits and costs of information

technologies. Ira Shor defines critical literacy as

habits of thought, reading, writing, and speaking which go beneath surface meaning, first

impressions, dominant myths, official pronouncements, traditional clichs, received wisdom,

and mere opinions, to understand the deep meaning, root causes, social context, ideology, and

personal consequences of any action, event, object, process, organization, experience, text,

subject matter, policy, mass media, or discourse.

9. National Forum on Information Literacy

9.1 Background

In 1983, the seminal report A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform

declared that a rising tide of mediocrity was eroding the very foundations of the

American educational system. It was, in fact, the genesis of the current educational

reform movement within the United States. Ironically, the report did not include in its

set of reform recommendations the academic and/or the public library as one of the

key architects in the redesign of our K-16 educational system.
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This report and several others that followed, in conjunction with the rapid emergence

of the information society, led the American Library Association (ALA) to convene a

blue ribbon panel of national educators and librarians in 1987. The ALA Presidential

Committee on Information Literacy was charged with the following tasks:

(1) to define information literacy within the higher literacies and its importance to

student performance, lifelong learning, and active citizenship; (2) to design one or

more models for information literacy development appropriate to formal and informal

learning environments throughout people's lifetimes; and (3) to determine

implications for the continuing education and development of teachers.

In the release of its Final Report in 1989, the American Library Association

Presidential Committee on Information Literacy summarized in its opening

paragraphs the ultimate mission of the National Forum on Information Literacy:

How our country deals with the realities of the Information Age will have enormous

impact on our democratic way of life and on our nation's ability to complete

internationally. Within America's information society, there also exists the potential

of addressing many long-standing social and economic inequities. To reap such

benefits, people--as individuals and as a nation--must be information literate. To be

information literate, a person must be able to recognize when information is needed

and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed information.

Producing such a citizenry will require that schools and colleges appreciate and

integrate the concept of information literacy into their learning programs and that they

play a leadership role in equipping individuals and institutions to take advantage of

the opportunities inherent within the information society. Ultimately, information

literate people are those who have learned how to learn. They know how to learn

because they know how knowledge is organized, how to find information, and how to

use information in such a way that others can learn from them. They are people

prepared for lifelong learning, because they can always find the information needed

for any task or decision at hand."

Acknowledging that the major obstacle to people becoming information literate

citizens, who are prepared for lifelong learning, "is a lack of public awareness of the
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problems created by information illiteracy," the report recommended the formation of

a coalition of national organizations to promote information literacy.

Thus, in 1989, the A.L.A. Presidential Committee established the National Forum on

Information Literacy, a volunteer network of organizations committed to raising

public awareness on the importance of information literacy to individuals, to our

diverse communities, to the our economy, and to engaged citizenship participation.

9.2 The Forum Today

Since 1989, the National Forum on Information Literacy has evolved steadily under

the leadership of its first chair, Dr. Patricia Senn Breivik. Today, the Forum represents

over 90 national and international organizations, all dedicated to mainstreaming the

philosophy of information literacy across national and international landscapes,

throughout every educational, domestic, and workplace venue.

Although the initial intent of the Forum was to raise public awareness and support on

a national level, over the last several years, the National Forum on Information

Literacy has made significant strides internationally in promoting the importance of

integrating information literacy concepts and skills throughout all educational,

governmental, and workforce development programs. For example, the National

Forum co-sponsored with UNESCO and IFLA several experts meetings, resulting in

the Prague Declaration (2003) and the Alexandria Proclamation (2005) each

underscoring the importance of information literacy as a basic fundamental human

right and lifelong learning skill.

In the United States, however, information literacy skill development has been the

exception and not the rule, particularly as it relates to the integration of information

literacy practices within of our educational and workforce development

infrastructures. In October, 2006, the first national Summit on Information Literacy

brought together well over 100 representatives from education, business, and

government to address Americas information literacy deficits as a nation currently

competing in a global marketplace. This successful collaboration was sponsored by
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the National Forum on Information Literacy, Committee for Economic Development,

Educational Testing Service, the Institute for a Competitive Workforce, and National

Education Association (NEA). The Summit was held at NEA headquarters in

Washington, D.C.

A major outcome of the Summit was the establishment of a national ICT literacy

policy council to provide leadership in creating national standards for ICT literacy in

the United States.

In the final analysis, the National Forum on Information Literacy will continue to

work closely with educational, business, and non-profit organizations in the U.S. to

promote information literacy skill development at every opportunity, particularly in

light of the ever growing social, economic, and political urgency of globalization,

prompting us to re-energize our promotional and collaborative efforts here at home.

10. Educational schemata

10.1 One view of the components of information literacy

o The first step in the Information Literacy strategy is to clarify and understand the

requirements of the problem or task for which information is sought. Basic questions asked at

this stage:

▪ What is known about the topic?

▪ What information is needed?

▪ Where can the information be found?

o Locating: The second step is to identify sources of information and to find

those resources. Depending upon the task, sources that will be helpful may

vary. Sources may include books, encyclopedias, maps, almanacs, etc. Sources

may be in electronic, print, social bookmarking tools, or other formats.
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o Selecting/analyzing: Step three involves examining the resources that were

found. The information must be determined to be useful or not useful in

solving the problem. The useful resources are selected and the inappropriate

resources are rejected.

o Organizing/synthesizing: It is in the fourth step this information which has

been selected is organized and processed so that knowledge and solutions are

developed. Examples of basic steps in this stage are:

▪ Discriminating between fact and opinion

▪ Basing comparisons on similar characteristics

▪ Noticing various interpretations of data

▪ Finding more information if needed

▪ Organizing ideas and information logically

o Creating/presenting: In step five the information or solution is presented to

the appropriate audience in an appropriate format. A paper is written. A

presentation is made. Drawings, illustrations, and graphs are presented.

o Evaluating: The final step in the Information Literacy strategy involves the

critical evaluation of the completion of the task or the new understanding of

the concept. Was the problem solved? Was new knowledge found? What

could have been done differently? What was done well?

10.2 Another conception of information literacy

This conception, used primarily in the library and information studies field, and

rooted in the concepts of library instruction and bibliographic instruction, is the

ability "to recognize when information is needed and have the ability to locate,

evaluate and use effectively the needed information" (Presidential Committee on
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Information Literacy. 1989, p. 1). In this view, information literacy is the basis for

life-long learning, and an information literate person is one who:

o Recognizes that accurate and complete information is the basis for

intelligent decision making.

o Recognizes the need for information.

o Knows how to locate needed information.

o Formulates questions based on information needs.

o Identifies potential sources of information.

o Develops successful search strategies.

o Accesses sources of information including computer-based and other

technologies.

o Evaluates information no matter what the source.

o Organizes information for practical application.

o Integrates new information into an existing body of knowledge.

o Uses information in critical thinking and problem solving.

o Uses information ethically and legally.

Since information may be presented in a number of formats, the term

"information" applies to more than just the printed word. Other literacies such as

visual, media, computer, network, and basic literacies are implicit in information

literacy.
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11. Evolution of the economy

The change from an economy based on labor and capital to one based on information requires

information literate workers who will know how to interpret information.

Barner's (1996) study of the new workplace indicates significant changes will take place in

the future:

 The work force will become more decentralized

 The work force will become more diverse

 The economy will become more global

 The use of temporary workers will increase

These changes will require that workers possess information literacy skills. The SCANS

(1991) report identifies the skills necessary for the workplace of the future. Rather than report

to a hierarchical management structure, workers of the future will be required to actively

participate in the management of the company and contribute to its success. To survive in this

information society, workers will need to possess skills beyond those of reading, writing and

arithmetic.

12. Effect on education

Because information literacy skills are vital to future success:

 Information literacy skills must be taught in the context of the overall process.

 Instruction in information literacy skills must be integrated into the curriculum and reinforced

both within and outside of the educational setting.
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13. Education in the USA

13.1 Standards

With the passage of the Goals 2000: Educate America Act (1994), subject matter

organizations were able to obtain funding to develop standards in their respective

subject areas. Information literacy skills are implicit in the National Education Goals

and national content standards documents.

Three of the eight National Education Goals demonstrate the critical nature of

information literacy to an information society:

o Goal 1: School Readiness

o Goal 3: Student Achievement and Citizenship

o Goal 6: Adult Literacy and Lifelong Learning

An analysis of national content standards documents reveals that they all focus on

lifelong learning, the ability to think critically, and on the use of new and existing

information for problem solving. In K-12 education, national standards of the

American Association of School Librarians that reference information literacy and are

inclusive of national content standards include:

o The student will access information efficiently and effectively.

o The student will evaluate information critically and competently.

o The student will use information accurately and creatively.

Individual states are creating initiatives to ensure that students attain information

literacy skills by the time they graduate from high school. Kentucky (1995), Utah

(1996), and California (1994) are but three examples of states that have publications

depicting these initiatives.
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National content standards, state standards, and information literacy skills

terminology may vary, but all have common components relating to information

literacy.

In 2000, the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), a division of the

American Library Association (ALA), released the Information Literacy Competency

Standards for Higher Education

There are five standards which are directly linked to a host of performance indicators.

These standards and performance indicators are often considered the best practices

against which institutions of higher education can implement and assess information

literacy programs. The standards are:

o Standard One: The information literate student determines the nature and

extent of the information needed.

o Standard Two: The information literate student accesses needed

information effectively and efficiently.

o Standard Three: The information literate student evaluates information

and its sources critically and incorporates selected information into his or

her knowledge base and value system.

o Standard Four: The information literate student, individually or as a

member of a group, uses information effectively to accomplish a specific

purpose.

o Standard Five: The information literate student understands many of the

economic, legal, and social issues surrounding the use of information and

accesses and uses information ethically and legally.

These standards are meant to span from the simple to more complicated, or in terms

of Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, from the "lower order" to the

"higher order". Lower order skills would involve for instance being able to use an
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online catalog to find a book in an academic library. Higher order skills would

involve critically evaluating and synthesizing information from multiple sources into

a coherent interpretation or argument.

13.2 K-12 education restructuring

Educational reform and restructuring make information literacy skills a necessity as

students seek to construct their own knowledge and create their own understandings.

Educators are selecting various forms of resource-based learning (authentic learning,

problem-based learning and work-based learning) to help students focus on the

process and to help students learn from the content. Information literacy skills are

necessary components of each.

The process approach to education is requiring new forms of student assessment.

Students demonstrate their skills, assess their own learning, and evaluate the

processes by which this learning has been achieved by preparing portfolios, learning

and research logs, and using rubrics.

Much of this challenge is now being informed by the American Association of School

Librarians that published new standards for student learning in 2007.

13.3 Efforts in K-12 education

Information literacy efforts are underway on individual, local, and regional bases.

Imaginative Web based information literacy tutorials are being created and integrated

with curriculum areas, or being used for staff development purposes.

Library media programs are fostering information literacy by integrating the

presentation of information literacy skills with curriculum at all grade levels.
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Information literacy efforts are not being limited to the library field, but are also being

employed by regional educational consortia.

Parents are encouraging their children to develop information literacy skills at home

by contacting KidsConnect, the Internet help and referral service for K-12 students.

Parents are also helping students work through the information problem solving

process as they assist their children with their homework!

13.4 Efforts in higher education

The inclusion of information competencies as a graduation requirement is the key that

will fully integrate information literacy into the curricula of academic institutions.

Information literacy instruction in higher education can take a variety of forms: stand-

alone courses or classes, online tutorials, workbooks, course-related instruction, or

course-integrated instruction.

State-wide university systems and individual colleges and universities are undertaking

strategic planning to determine information competencies, to incorporate instruction

in information competence throughout the curriculum and to add information

competence as a graduation requirement for students. Librarians often are required to

teach the concepts of information literacy during "one shot" classroom lectures. There

are also credit courses offered by academic librarians to prepare college students to

become information literate.

Academic library programs are preparing faculty to facilitate their students' mastery

of information literacy skills so that the faculty can in turn provide information

literacy learning experiences for the students enrolled in their classes.

14. Technology

Information Technology is the great enabler. It provides, for those who have access to it, an

extension of their powers of perception, comprehension, analysis, thought, concentration, and
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articulation through a range of activities that include: writing, visual images, mathematics,

music, physical movement, sensing the environment, simulation, and communication.

Technology, in all of its various forms, offers users the tools to access, manipulate, transform,

evaluate, use, and present information.

Technology in schools includes computers, televisions, video cameras, video editing

equipment, and TV studios.

Two approaches to technology in K-12 schools are technology as the object of instruction

approach, and technology as the tool of instruction approach.

Schools are starting to incorporate technology skills instruction in the context of information

literacy skills. This is called technology information literacy

Technology is changing the way higher education institutions are offering instruction. The

use of the Internet is being taught in the contexts of subject area curricula and the overall

information literacy process.

There is some empirical indication that students who use technology as a tool may become

better at managing information, communicating, and presenting ideas.

15. Distance education

Now that information literacy has become a part of the core curriculum at many post-

secondary institutions, it is incumbent upon the library community to be able to provide

information literacy instruction in a variety of formats, including online learning and distance

education. The Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) addresses this need in

its Guidelines for Distance Education Services (2000):

Library resources and services in institutions of higher education must meet the needs of all

their faculty, students, and academic support staff, wherever these individuals are located,

whether on a main campus, off campus, in distance education or extended campus programs

-- or in the absence of a campus at all, in courses taken for credit or non-credit; in
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continuing education programs; in courses attended in person or by means of electronic

transmission; or any other means of distance education.

Within the e-learning and distance education worlds, providing effective information literacy

programs brings together the challenges of both distance librarianship and instruction. With

the prevalence of course management systems such as WebCT and Blackboard, library staff

are embedding information literacy training within academic programs and within individual

classes themselves

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Legal And Ethical Issues

Learning About The Computer

Learning With Graphics Tools

Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 IDEA

 Assistive Technology

 Assistive Technology Devices

 Ergonomic Equipment

 Intellectual Property

Definition/Overview:

Topic 4 discusses some technological adaptations to help students with disabilities utilize the

computer in a meaningful way. Social contexts for computers in the classroom, including

students with special needs, computer access and equity, and gender equity, are covered in

detail as is copyright and intellectual property involving computers, and computer-accessed
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information. The discussion of students with special needs will also help understand the role

that technology tools play to enhance learning and increase productivity.

This important topic lays the foundation for your students understanding of the role of

computer technology in a diverse society and sets the stage for our further discussions of the

computer as an educational tool and your students responsibilities concerning ethical

technology use. It also raises human issues related to the fair and

equitable use of this technology.

Key Points:

1. IDEA

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 2004 (IDEA) defines assistive technology

as devices and services, such as visual aids, communication tools, and specialized equipment

for accessing a computer, that are used to increase, maintain, or improve the functional

capabilities of children with disabilities, allowing them to benefit from special education and

promoting their independence. Other examples of typical assistive technology include Braille

readers, wheelchairs, augmentative communication devices, electronic dictionaries/spellers,

alternative keyboards, and computer software programs. IDEA mandates that assistive

technology be considered in the development of individualized education programs (IEPs) for

all students with disabilities, with special emphasis on facilitating students' access to the

general education curriculum.

2. Assistive Technology

As technology is reinvented to make everyday functions easy, its marriage with assistive

devices significantly affects the life of individuals with disabilities. This technology is

referred to as assistive technology (AT). Assistive technology, including assistive, adaptive,

and rehabilitative devices, aids individuals with disabilities in achieving greater independence
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and self-confidence in their daily lives; specifically, AT enables individuals with a range of

cognitive, physical, or sensory impairments to have alternative ways of performing and

participating in society. AT also assists in communication, information processing, education,

work, and recreation activities.

The importance of AT in the lives of people with disabilities was pointed out in the

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA; also called the Tech Act) as any item,

piece of equipment, or product system, whether acquired commercially off the shelf,

modified, or customized, that is used to increase, maintain, or improve the functional

capabilities of a child with a disability [P.L. 108446, Title 1, Part A, x 602(1)]. According to

this definition, AT encompasses a wide range of devices from low-tech supportive tools such

as battery interrupters to high-tech advanced and customized electronic equipment such as

computers. AT can include mental aids, communication aids, alternative computer access,

visual aids, or aids to augment hearing to increase the involvement of persons with

disabilities in learning activities.

Through IDEA, AT can be utilized in educational settings with a new assigned term, special

education technology, to provide students who require a differentiated instructional treatment

with increased and independent learning opportunities. Appropriate AT services can also be

offered in free public education.

IDEA highlights AT services, aiming to enable students to have full inclusion and least

restrictive environment in schools. This law defines AT service as any service that directly

assists an individual with a disability in the selection, acquisition, or use of an assistive

technology device [P.L. 108-446, Title 1, Part A, x 602(2)]. This service includes the

following:

 The evaluation of the technology needs of the individual with disability, including a

functional evaluation of the individual in the individual's customary environment

 Purchasing, leasing, or otherwise providing for the acquisition of AT devices by such

individual

 Selecting, designing, fitting, customizing, adapting, applying, maintaining, repairing, or

replacing of AT devices

 Coordinating and using other therapies, interventions, or services with AT devices, such as

those associated with existing education and rehabilitation plans and programs
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 Training or technical assistance with AT for such individual, or, when appropriate, the family

of such individual

 Training or technical assistance for professionals including those individuals providing

education and rehabilitation services

The intention of IDEA is that AT devices and services must be provided at no cost to the

student, student's parents, and the school staff as part of the student's special education,

related services, or supplementary aids and services to facilitate the student's education.

However, the school may use whatever state, local, federal, and private resources are

available.

Advocates of AT list the individuals who might benefit from special education technology:

 Individuals with mental or physical impairments that interfere with learning or other life

functions

 Individuals with mild learning or cognitive problems like learning disabilities or cognitive

disabilities ranging from mild to severe that interfere with learning or other life functions

Because AT has demonstrated an ability to provide individuals with disabilities opportunities

that fit into their individual needs and abilities, the appropriate use of AT may be delineated

when it enables the individual to do the following activities:

 Perform functions that cannot be achieved by other methods

 Approximate normal fluency, rate, or standards a level of accomplishment which could not

be achieved by any other means

 Participate in programs or activities which otherwise would be closed to the individual

 Complete tasks that otherwise are too laborious to be attempted on a routine basis

 Concentrate on learning or employment tasks rather than mechanical tasks

 Have greater access to information

 Have normal social interactions with peers and adults

There are approximately 20,000 AT devices currently available. These can be located through

online resources such as Abledata, which is supported by the U.S. Department of Education.

Because of the large number of available AT devices, specialists and professionals must give

thoughtful consideration to the selection and procurement of appropriate devices for impaired
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students. AT devices and applications include various types of accommodations and

adaptations that enable individuals with disabilities to function more independently and

confidently. The following section lists and categorizes common AT devices and applications

based on individuals' impairments.

3. Assistive Technology Devices

3.1 Communication

In this category are devices or equipment designed to help individuals with speech

disabilities or writing difficulties (e.g., no or very little verbal skills, limited language

proficiency, etc.) to communicate effectively and to have alternate methods of

communicating needs, feelings, ideas, and perceptions. Speech and augmentative

communication devices include on-screen communication boards, auditory or visual

scanning, speech synthesizers, text-to-speech software and hardware, head wands,

light pointers, mouth sticks, signal systems, telephony equipment, and talking word

processing with writing support. Writing and typing devices include tactile devices,

Braille devices, note-taking devices, spelling devices, word prediction/ completion

software, modified typewriters, portable typewriters, and electronic and software

dictionaries.

3.2 Access

These hardware and software products enable individuals with barriers to access to

interact with learning tools and engage in classroom or home activities. Alternative

input devices include alternative and adaptive keyboards, expanded keyboards,

keyguards, alternative and ergonomic mouse/pointing systems, head-operated

pointing devices, eye-gaze pointing devices, mouth/tongue pointing devices, Morse

code input devices, brain-actuated pointing devices, switches, touch screens, voice

input systems, speech-to-text software, voice recognition/voice command software,

dictation software, on-screen keyboards, cursor enlargement software, ergonomic

computer-based equipment, scanners and optical character recognition, joysticks, and
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trackballs. Processing devices include abbreviation/ expansion and macro programs,

access utilities, menu management programs, reading comprehension programs,

writing composition programs, and writing enhancement tools. Alternative output

devices include Braille display/output devices, Braille embosser/ printers, screen-

reading software, screen magnification/ enlargement software, large print monitor,

and speech synthesizers. Accessible software includes software applications adapted

for individuals with disabilities, operating system accessibility options, and accessible

web browsers. Universal design (also called design-forall or accessible design)

includes design methods, techniques, and guidelines for making computers and their

applications fully accessible to individuals with disabilities.

3.3 Learning and Studying

These devices help individuals with high-incidence disabilities (learning, behavior, or

cognitive disabilities) to increase, maintain, or improve their functional capabilities.

Such devices include Post-It notes, picture or written schedules, social stories, written

or picture-supported directions, and editing devices (e.g., correction fluid, correction

tape, correction pen, highlight tape, etc.), sentence windows, graphic organizers,

single-word scanners (reading pens) or handheld scanners, portable or talking word

processors, handheld computers, voice-recognition products, software for organizing

ideas and studying, electronic organizers or reminders, word-prediction software,

talking electronic device or software to pronounce challenging words, graphic

organizer software, software for concept development, manipulation of objects, math

computations, portable word processor to keyboard instead of write, closed-

captioning television, text-reading software, and tactile or voice-output measuring

devices.

3.4 Vision

Products designed to assist the blind and visually impaired individuals include

auditory and speech output devices, reading machines, scanning/document reading
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systems, optical character recognition (OCR) systems, electronic book readers, talking

equipment (clocks/watches, calculators, etc.), Braille devices, Braille transcription

and translation devices, screen magnifier/enlarger, closed circuit television for

magnifying documents, book holders, manual and electric page turners, large button

phones, speaker phones, large-print books, taped/audio books, light boxes, high

contrast materials, thermoform graphics, synthesizers, scanners, and descriptive video

services.

3.5 Hearing

Products designed to assist individuals who have deaf and hearing impairments and/or

auditory processing problems include assistive listening devices, hearing aids,

infrared/personal amplification systems, audio/FM loop systems, FM amplification

systems, TV amplifiers, TV decoders, visual signaling and alerting systems, tactile

alerting systems, telephony and accessories, text telephones, telecommunication

devices for the deaf (TDD), teletypes (TTY), adapted phones, real-time captioning,

telecaption decoders, and cochlear implants.

3.6 Daily Living

Self-help devices that assist persons with disabilities in daily living activities, such as

dressing, personal hygiene, bathing, home maintenance, cooking, and eating, include

reaching devices, adaptive clothing, modified eating utensils (e.g., specialized spoons

for self-feeding), feeding accessories and devices, adapted books, pencil holders, time

management aids, dressing aids, adapted personal hygiene aids, bathing accessories,

grab bars/grips/handles, incontinent supplies, mechanical transfer lift, shower/bath

chair, toileting accessories, transfer board, wheeled bath chair/ commode, and bathtub

seats.
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3.7 Environment

The use of these aids and equipment help to remove or reduce physical barriers for

individuals with disabilities in educational and workplace settings. Environmental

controls and switches are primarily electronic systems that enable someone with

limited mobility to control various appliances, lights, telephone and security systems

in their room, home, or other surroundings. These systems include environmental

control units, electronic appliance switches, switch mounting systems, home

automation systems, signaling and alerting devices, home alarms, television

adaptations, smoke alarms, and telephone ringers. Home-workplace adaptations

include worksite/school/ home design or modification for accessibility, architectural

accommodations, structural adaptations, building/ home ramps, home elevators,

wheelchair lifts, pool lifts, bathroom changes, automatic door openers, expanded

doorways, adapted furniture, adapted door-knobs, alternative doorbells, lowered

counters, and specially designed bath areas.

4. Ergonomic Equipment

Ergonomic equipment is low-tech assistive equipment or devices designed to reduce the

likelihood of repetitive stress injuries often associated with work-related situations. These

devices include adjustable workstations, industrial workstations, office workstations, adapted

furniture, writing aids, modified seating and lighting, arm/wrist supports, and back supports.

5. Mobility and Transportation

These products help mobility-impaired persons move from one place to another and give

them independence in personal transportation. Such products include standing/walking aids,

transfer aids, stair lifts, walkers, scooters, wheelchairs and three-wheeled chairs, adapted

bikes and tricycles, car seats, beds, stretchers, patient chairs, ramps, recliners, strollers, travel

chairs, wheelchair trays, driving controls, seat belts, vehicle conversions, patient and

wheelchair lifts, wheelchair loaders/carriers, and wheelchair restraint systems. Ambulatory

aids include canes, cane accessories, crutches, walkers, and walker accessories. Vehicle
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conversions include car-top carriers, custom cars and vans, adaptive driving controls, hand-

controls, child restraint systems, ramps, and lifts.

6. Prosthetics and Orthotics

Prosthetics and orthotics serve to replace, substitute, or augment missing or dysfunctioning

body parts with artificial limbs or other aids. These devices include splints, braces, foot

orthoses, helmets, restraints, and supports.

7. Recreation and Leisure

These products help persons with disabilities to participate in sports, social, and cultural

events and interact with their peers without disabilities, which allow disabled people to focus

less on individual differences. Such products include adaptive sports equipment for skiing,

biking, swimming, running, boating, adaptive music with symbols, adaptive controls for

video and table games, adaptive fishing rods, cuffs for grasping paddles or racquets, and

seating systems for boats.

8. Seating and Positioning

These products assist impaired individuals in maintaining body alignment, upright posture

and trunk/head support, and reducing pressure to the skin. Such products include adapted and

modular seating, cushions and wedges, contour seats, lumbar support seats, standing tables,

positioning belts, braces, wheelchair modifications and cushions, seat lifts, bolster chairs,

corner chairs, therapeutic seats, postural support hardware, postural support systems, and

pressure monitors

.
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9. Adaptive Technology

Adaptive technology, or assistive technology, is defined as the use of devices to increase,

maintain, or improve the capabilities of a person with disabilities by providing physical and

sensory access, for example, through the use of a wheelchair or Braille. When used with

computers, adaptive technologies are also called adaptive hardware or software. The term

adaptive technology has now broadened to include instructional technologies used to meet

special teaching and learning needs in classrooms, including those of students identified as at

risk of school failure and those identified as gifted and talented. This entry looks at how

adaptive technology contributes in an educational setting.

10. Providing Help

Adaptive technology can potentially help individuals with disabilities achieve greater

independence and self-confidence. The field of special education historically has had an

interest in technology, specifically in assistive as well as instructional technologies that

extend an individual's abilities in classroom environments and beyond.

Various assistive technology laws have been passed to provide guidance, funding, and

standards for the development and distribution of these devices. Among these, the

reauthorization of the Assistive Technology Act of 1998, a grant program, increases the

availability of funding and access to assistive technology for states to continue implementing

their technology-related assistance programs. Another important piece of legislation, The

Rehabilitation Act of 1973, was amended in 1998 to include Section 508, which requires

federal agencies to make electronic and information technology accessible to people with

disabilities. Section 508 addresses the uses of special keyboards, touch screens, and closed

captioning, for example, to facilitate access to electronic information.

Even with the efforts of the federal government and individual state programs to provide this

type of assistance to the disabled, challenges remain. Standards for providing access, training,

and support related to adaptive technologies can vary from state to state. Further, lack of

resources, trained professionals, and timely acquisition and delivery of assistive devices can

hamper successful implementation of these programs.
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Despite these challenges, professionals working with the disabled can maximize individual

success when using the devices by being knowledgeable about the needs and abilities of the

disabled with whom they work, as well as by continuing to learn about adaptive technology

and how to create a good fit between it and the user. Educational preparation programs and

continued professional support are key to maintaining the best practices in the field.

Since the 1990s in public schools at the K-12 level, there has been a move toward inclusive

classrooms in which special needs students receive instruction alongside children in the

mainstream program. Because of this, teachers and other school professionals, for example,

must be able to identify technologies that support all students and be able to adapt those

technologies to meet the specific needs of students with disabilities who often encounter

difficulties in meeting the demands of the school and classroom environment.

11. Adapting Computers

Working at a desk using a traditional QWERTY keyboard and a mouse is the most common

way of interacting with a computer. However, this set-up is not useful for all. Adaptive input

devices can help special needs students to send information to the computer. Standard

keyboards can be adapted with Braille or raised character caps attached to the keys, or the

auto repeat function can be disabled. Alternative keyboards are specifically designed for

individuals with limited motor skills. These usually are larger in size than standard

keyboards, have larger keys with increased spacing between them, and offer increased

sensitivity. The letters and numbers are often arranged in sequential order and marked with

pictures.

For individuals unable to use the traditional computer mouse, touch-sensitive screens,

joysticks, and head-operated devices activate and control cursor movement with less demand

on the user. A puff switch, for example, activates mouse functions as the individual puffs or

sips through a tube. Other input devices include voice recognition software that can convert

spoken words into text on the screen as well as replicate mouse functions. Students with

limited mobility also can use an electronic pointing device operated by a headset that

translates eye and head movement into cursor movements.
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Similarly, output devices, such as computer screens and printers, can be adapted to produce

large text and graphics, including Braille characters. Black type on white background screens

can be reversed to show white characters on a black screen. Large print keyboards and

oversized monitors are also helpful to the visually impaired. Speech output is possible with

synthesized speech that can generate an unlimited amount of vocabulary and digitized speech

that records and digitizes real voices but which is limited to words previously recorded.

12. Other Issues

In addition to computer hardware and software, other technologies assist a student with basic

life activities such as standing and sitting straight, holding a utensil or pencil, or elevating his

or her head. Seating and standing products such as therapeutic seats and active standers help

persons with disabilities to sit or stand comfortably and safely, while maintaining or

improving their health. Walking products such as canes and walkers, and wheeled mobility

products such as wheelchairs and electric scooters, allow the physically challenged some

freedom of movement.

Students with learning or language disabilities can use technology to help them experience

success in classrooms. Students with learning disabilities, who often struggle to organize their

thoughts and produce written documents, benefit from software features that help with

outlining, spelling, and grammar. Word processors with speech output help students with

writing tasks by reading out loud the students' writing. Software programs are also available

to assist with hand-eye coordination, study skills, and cause and effect.

Presently, advocates for the disabled support the idea of universal accessibility, or universal

design of devices and technologies to achieve excellent usability by allpersons with

disabilities benefit from the design and the typical user can also benefit. For example, curb

cuts in sidewalks, which allow a smooth and gradual transition from the sidewalk to the street

level, help persons using wheelchairs and also those pushing baby strollers, carrying wheeled

luggage, or skating. Recently, universal design concepts have been applied to computers in

order to include disability accessibility software as part of the operating system so that access

would be readily provided and not require specialists to make modifications to the computer

before a disabled person can use it.
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Universal design concepts are also being applied to learningto support students with

disabilities in gaining access to the general education curriculum. While modifications to

instruction and materials occur regularly for these students, the changes are usually reactive,

and students will tend to experience lag time in achieving access to the curriculum. Universal

design seeks to change this by providing a proactive way of thinking about access.

13. Intellectual Property

Intellectual property includes literary or artistic works, inventions, business methods,

industrial processes, logos, and product designs. Nearly every activity engaged in by students,

staff, and faculty in schools involves the production or use of intellectual property; examples

include lesson plans, student assignments, speeches and lectures, videos, books, school Web

sites, publications, reports, concerts, and plays. Most items used in education are legally

protected intellectual property, often owned by someone other than the user. All members of

school communities are permitted to use protected intellectual property, but they must engage

in fair use or get advance permission of the owners. Users must be careful not to use

intellectual property unlawfully, or they risk having to pay damages, fines, and/or court costs.

Items in the public domain, however, may be used without cost to the user or consent of the

owner.

Legal issues affecting intellectual property in education involve both creation and use of

intellectual works. Intellectual property law balances the rights of individuals to make, own,

distribute, and profit from their creations and the rights of the public to make use of

knowledge and inventions. Illustrations of the law of intellectual property in education

include copyright and patent protection for the products of teaching and scholarship,

copyright and patent infringement for improper use of protected works, and trademark

licensing and protection of names, logos, symbols, and pictures used to identify schools.

14. Copyright Issues

By far, the most applicable category of intellectual property law in schools is copyright.

Copyrights are intangible rights granted through the federal Copyright Act to an author or
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creator of an original artistic or literary work that can be fixed in a tangible means of

expression such as hard copies, electronic files, videos, or audio recordings. Copyright law

protects literary, musical, dramatic, choreographic, pictorial, sculptural, and architectural

works as well as motion pictures and sound recordings. Each copy-rightable work has several

copyrights-the exclusive rights to make copies of the work, distribute the work, prepare

derivative works, and perform or display the work publicly.

With some important exceptions, two of which are highlighted here, teachers and students

may not use the copyrighted works of others without permission of the copyright holders.

The first exception, fair use, is the most important and most often cited. The fair use of a

copyrighted work, for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching

(including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, is not an infringement

of copyright. If the use is a fair use, then the user need not obtain advance consent of the

copyright holder. Determining whether the use is fair requires the application of four factors:

purpose and character of the use, nature of the copyrighted work, amount and substantiality

of the portion used in relation to the work as a whole, and effect of the use upon the potential

market for or value of the work. The second exception is also fairly common in schools; it is

not an infringement for teachers and students to perform or display a copyrighted work in the

course of face-to-face or online/distance education teaching activities. For electronic display

or performance, the school must comply with several additional requirements.

Copyrightable works created today are protected from the time the work is fixed in a tangible

medium of expression until 70 years after the death of the author/creator. Once a copyright

term expires, the work goes into the public domain.

15. Patents

Under federal patent law, patents for novel, useful, and nonobvious inventions are granted for

a nonre-newable 20-year term, granting the inventor the rights to exclude others from

making, using, or selling the invention during that time. At term expiration, the invention

enters the public domain.
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In applications for patents, individuals must provide a specification describing how their

invention works, and offer claims stating what is new, useful, and nonobvious (i.e.,

patentable) about the invention. When multiple applications (including recently granted

patents) make identical or nearly identical claims, the U.S. Patent Office will conduct an

investigation to determine which applicant first conceived and reduced the patent to practice.

Effectively, a patent can be thought of as belonging to the winner of a race, the one who first

brings the invention from conception to patent application and then to practice.

In patent infringement cases, the defendants may argue that the plaintiff's patent was

unwarranted (e.g., failure to meet the novelty, utility, and/or nonobvious-ness requirements).

However, there is no defense for good faith or ignorance of the patent. A patent owner is

required to mark the product with a notice of patent or provide actual notice of the patent to

the infringer. Even so, defendants may produce evidence that they, acting in good faith, put

the product or process into practice at least one year in advance of the patent owner's

application.

Litigation in patent cases is extremely rare in K-12 education. Colleges and universities, on

the other hand, with their research activity, often have patent policies that regulate ownership

of patents and require profit sharing between the inventors (often, faculty researchers) and

their universities.

16. Trademarks

Under the federal Lanham Act, a trademark includes any word, name, symbol, or device, or

any combination thereof used to identify and distinguish [a person's] goods from those

manufactured or sold by others and to indicate the source of the goods. Trademarks are also

protected under state law. The intent of trademark law is to make actionable the deceptive

and misleading use of marks in commerce; to protect persons engaged in such commerce

against unfair competition; [and] to prevent fraud and deception in such commerce by the use

of reproductions, copies, counterfeits, or colorable imitations of registered marks.

The primary requirement for trademarks is distinc-tiveness-to identify the goods and services

and avoid confusion or deception. Trademark law protects the trademark owner from losing
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his or her market. Several factors are analyzed in trademark infringement claims: the degree

of similarity between the two marks, the strength of the owner's mark, evidence of actual

confusion, the length of time the defendant has used the alleged similar mark without

evidence of actual confusion, intent of the alleged infringer, the degree to which the two

marks (and associated goods and services) are in the same competitive market, and the

similarity of the goods and services in the minds of the public.

The more similar the competing marks are, the more likely a finding of confusion and

infringement. The more distinctive the registered mark is, the more likely there will be a

finding of infringement. There is likely no trademark infringement when a later use of a

similar mark is established in a different geographical market where the second user has no

notice of the first mark, he or she acts in good faith, and there is no confusion or other

deception.

Trademark litigation in K-12 education is exceedingly rare, particularly because there is no

real competitive sales market for school items. Further, in order to be registrable, a mark must

be used to identify goods and services-not a common practice in K-12 education. In other

words, it is perfectly understandable that a state, or even a region of a state, may have two

high schools with the same nickname such as the wildcats. So, while a logo or a symbol of a

particular school may be distinctive and, therefore, confusing to others if nearby schools use

strikingly similar ones, the name itself or the team colors would not be considered distinctive.

For another example, consider a high school and a local pizzeria that uses the name of the

school or its nickname in the restaurant's name. Assuming that a school's nickname and/or

logo can be trademarked, the school could make an argument that the pizzeria's use of the

same name (or perhaps even the same mascot) could be confusing to the public

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 An Input Device

 Keyboards
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 High-degree of freedom input devices

 Composite devices

 Peripheral

Definition/Overview:

This topic supplies information regarding hardware that may be lacking in a person's

understanding of computer systems. Some of the information is revisited in later topics

primarily from an application viewpoint. The authors hope that this topic provides a solid

foundation for understanding how a computer system operates from a fairly non-technical

perspective. The graphics should also prove useful in explaining how some things work.

Key Points:

1. An Input Device

An input device is any peripheral (piece of computer hardware equipment) used to provide

data and control signals to an information processing system (such as a computer). Input and

output devices make up the hardware interface between a computer as a scanner or 6DOF

controller.

1.1 History

A definition of an input device was already included within the von Neumann

architecture in 1945, however conception of an architecture including similar devices

designed for input only appear since 1936. The von Neumann architecture describes a

device designed for inserting user data, which are separated from the algorithm data
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and code. These devices included a keyboard or a punched card. Computer mice were

invented by Doug Engelbart in the 1960s.

1.2 Classification

Many input devices can be classified according to:

o the modality of input (e.g. mechanical motion, audio, visual, etc.)

o whether the input is discrete (e.g. keypresses) or continuous (e.g. a mouse's

position, though digitized into a discrete quantity, is fast enough to be considered

continuous)

o the number of degrees of freedom involved (e.g. two-dimensional traditional

mice, or three-dimensional navigators designed for CAD applications)

o Pointing devices, which are input devices used to specify a position in space,

can further be classified according to:

o Whether the input is direct or indirect. With direct input, the input space

coincides with the display space, i.e. pointing is done in the space where visual

feedback or the cursor appears. Touchscreens and light pens involve direct input.

Examples involving indirect input include the mouse and trackball.

o Whether the positional information is absolute (e.g. on a touch screen) or

relative (e.g. with a mouse that can be lifted and repositioned)

Note that direct input is almost necessarily absolute, but indirect input may be either

absolute or relative. For example, digitizing Graphics tablets that do not have an

embedded screen involve indirect input, and sense absolute positions and are often

run in an absolute input mode, but they may also be setup to simulate a relative input

mode where the stylus or puck can be lifted and repositioned.
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1.3 Early devices

Unit record equipment

Punched card

2. Keyboards

A keyboard is a human interface device which is represented as a layout of buttons. Each

button, or key, can be used to either input a linguistic character to a computer, or to call upon

a particular function of the computer. Traditional keyboards use spring-based buttons, though

newer variations employ virtual keys, or even projected keyboards.

Examples of types of keyboards include:

o Computer keyboard

o Keyer

o Chorded keyboard

o LPFK

Pointing devices

A pointing device is any human interface device that allows a user to input spatial data to a

computer. In the case of mice and touch screens, this is usually achieved by detecting

movement across a physical surface. Analog devices, such as 3D mice, joysticks, or pointing

sticks, function by reporting their angle of deflection. Movements of the pointing device are

echoed on the screen by movements of the cursor, creating a simple, intuitive way to navigate

a computer's GUI.
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3. High-degree of freedom input devices

Some devices allow many continuous degrees of freedom as input. These can be used as

pointing devices, but are generally used in ways that don't involve pointing to a location in

space, such as the control of a camera angle while in 3D applications. These kinds of devices

are typically used in CAVEs, where input that registers 6DOF is

4. Composite devices

4.1 Imaging and Video input devices

Video input devices are used to digitize images or video from the outside world into

the computer. The information can be stored in a multitude of formats depending on

the user's requirement.

o Webcam

o Image scanner

o Fingerprint scanner

o Barcode reader

o 3D scanner

o Laser rangefinder

Medical Imaging

o Computed tomography

o Magnetic resonance imaging

o Positron emission tomography
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o Medical ultrasonography

4.2 Audio input devices

In the fashion of video devices, audio devices are used to either capture or create

sound. In some cases, an audio output device can be used as an input device, in order

to capture produced sound.

Microphone

MIDI keyboard or other digital musical instrument

4.3 Output Devices

An output device is used to send data out of the system. Some output devices are:

Monitor

Printer

Speaker

Input/output devices are usually called I/O devices. They are directly connected to an

electronic module inside the systems unit called a device controller. For example, the

speakers of a multimedia computer system are directly connected to a device

controller called an audio card (such as a Soundblaster), which in turn is connected to

the rest of the system.

Sometimes secondary memory devices like the hard disk are called I/O devices

(because they move data in and out of main memory.) What counts as an I/O device

depends on context. To a user, an I/O device is something outside of the system box.

To a programmer, everything outside of the processor and main memory looks like an

I/O devices. To an engineer working on the design of a processor, everything outside

of the processor is an I/O device.
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5. Peripheral

A peripheral is a device attached to a host computer behind the chipset whose primary

functionality is dependent upon the host, and can therefore be considered as expanding the

hosts capabilities, while not forming part of the system's core architecture.

Some of the more common peripheral devices are printers, scanners, disk drives, tape drives,

microphones, speakers, and cameras. Peripheral devices can also include other computers on

a network system. A device can also refer to a non-physical item, such as a pseudo terminal, a

RAM drive, or a virtual network adapter.

Some people do not consider internal devices such as video capture cards to be peripherals

because they are added inside the computer case; for them, the term peripherals is reserved

exclusively for devices that are hooked up externally to the computer. It is debatable however

whether PCMCIA cards qualify as peripherals under this restrictive definition, because some

of them go fully inside the laptop, while some, like WiFi cards, have external appendages.

The term is different from computer accessories: Computer peripheral has a narrow meaning

that refers only to the input output devices of a computer, whereas, computer accessories has

a broader meaning, that refers, all the parts that support a computer which includes

motherboards, sensors, chips, including all the input and output devices.

5.1 Input and Output Peripheral Devices

A computer peripheral, or peripheral device, is an external object that provides input

and output for the computer. Some common input devices include:

o keyboard

o mouse

o joystick

o pen tablet

o MIDI keyboard
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o scanner

o digital camera

o video camera

o microphone

Some common output devices include:

o monitor

o projector

o TV screen

o printer

o plotter

o speakers

There are also devices that function as both input and output devices, such as:

o external hard drives

o media card readers

o digital camcorders

o digital mixers

o MIDI equipment

While these are some of the more common peripherals, there are many other kinds as

well. Just remember that any external device that provides input to the computer or

receives output from the computer is considered a peripheral

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Pixel

 Etymology

 5. Sampling patterns
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 Bits per pixel

 Megapixel

 Bitmap Graphics

 Vector graphics

Definition/Overview:

This topic begins the section titled Classroom Applications as Learning Tools and presents

the computer as a visual tool that can add power to graphic communication. In bit-mapped

graphics, the computer generated image is composed of bits or screen picture elements called

pixels that are turned on or off. An inherent drawback to bit-mapped graphics is that the size

of the pixel limits the sharpness of the drawing regardless of the resolution of the monitor or

printer used to display the graphic. Once text is entered it becomes fixed. In vector or object

oriented graphics, each picture element is a separate object and can be changed

independently. The user creates objects of different shapes, adjusts line thickness and applies

patterns to the objects, then organizes or groups them into new more complex objects. Text

inserted in a drawing remains an editable and movable object.

Desktop presentation is then described as the design, creation, and display of textual and

graphic information under the control of a personal computer. The appropriate size of

display devices for desktop presentations, such as large color monitors, video projectors, or

overhead display panels, is discussed.

Key Points:

1. Pixel

In digital imaging, a pixel (or picture element) is the smallest item of information in an

image. Pixels are normally arranged in a 2-dimensional grid, and are often represented using

dots, squares, or rectangles. Each pixel is a sample of an original image, where more samples

typically provide more-accurate representations of the original. The intensity of each pixel is
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variable; in color systems, each pixel has typically three or four components such as red,

green, and blue, or cyan, magenta, yellow, and black.

The word pixel is based on a contraction of pix ("pictures") and el (for "element"); similar

formations with el for "element" include the words: voxel and texel.

2. Etymology

The word "pixel" was first published in 1965 by Frederic C. Billingsley of JPL (in Pasadena,

CA), to describe the picture elements of video images from space probes to the Moon and

Mars. However, Billingsley did not coin the term himself. Instead, he got the word "pixel"

from Keith E. McFarland, at the Link Division of General Precision in Palo Alto, who did not

know where the word originated. McFarland said simply it was "in use at the time".

The word is a combination of picture and element, via pix. Pix was first coined in 1932 in a

Variety magazine headline, as an abbreviation for the word pictures, in reference to movies.

By 1938, "pix" was being used in reference to still pictures by photojournalists.

The concept of a "picture element" dates to the earliest days of television, for example as

"Bildpunkt" (the German word for pixel, literally picture point) in the 1888 German patent of

Paul Nipkow. According to various etymologies, the earliest publication of the term picture

element itself was in Wireless World magazine in 1927, though it had been used earlier in

various U.S. patents filed as early as 1911.

Some authors explain pixel as picture cell, as early as 1972.

A detailed history of pixel and picture element, with references, is linked below (in External

links).

In video processing, pel is often used instead of pixel. For example, IBM used it in their

Technical Reference for the original PC.
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3. Words with similar etymologies

Texel (texture element) and luxel (lux element) are words used to describe a pixel when it is

used in specific context (texturing and light mapping respectively)

A voxel is a volume element, the 3D analogue of a 2D pixel.

Surfels (surface elements) have the same naming pattern as pixels, but share more similarities

with shrunken triangles than expanded pixels.

4. Technical

A pixel is generally thought of as the smallest single component of a digital image. The

definition is highly context-sensitive. For example, there can be "printed pixels" in a page, or

pixels carried by electronic signals, or represented by digital values, or pixels on a display

device, or pixels in a digital camera (photosensor elements). This list is not exhaustive, and

depending on context, there are several terms that are synonymous in particular contexts,

such as pel, sample, byte, bit, dot, spot, etc. The term "pixels" can be used in the abstract, or

as a unit of measure, in particular when using pixels as a measure of resolution, such as: 2400

pixels per inch, 640 pixels per line, or spaced 10 pixels apart.

The measures dots per inch (dpi) and pixels per inch (ppi) are sometimes used

interchangeably, but have distinct meanings, especially for printer devices, where dpi is a

measure of the printer's density of dot (e.g. ink droplet) placement. For example, a high-

quality photographic image may be printed with 600 ppi on a 1200 dpi inkjet printer. Even

higher dpi numbers, such as the 4800 dpi quoted by printer manufacturers since 2002, do not

mean much in terms of achievable resolution.

The more pixels used to represent an image, the closer the result can resemble the original.

The number of pixels in an image is sometimes called the resolution, though resolution has a

more specific definition. Pixel counts can be expressed as a single number, as in a "three-

megapixel" digital camera, which has a nominal three million pixels, or as a pair of numbers,
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as in a "640 by 480 display", which has 640 pixels from side to side and 480 from top to

bottom (as in a VGA display), and therefore has a total number of 640 480 = 307,200 pixels

or 0.3 megapixels.

The pixels, or color samples, that form a digitized image (such as a JPEG file used on a web

page) may or may not be in one-to-one correspondence with screen pixels, depending on how

a computer displays an image.

In computing, an image composed of pixels is known as a bitmapped image or a raster

image. The word raster originates from television scanning patterns, and has been widely

used to describe similar halftone printing and storage techniques.

5. Sampling patterns

For convenience, pixels are normally arranged in a regular two-dimensional grid. By using

this arrangement, many common operations can be implemented by uniformly applying the

same operation to each pixel independently.

Other arrangements of pixels are also possible, with some sampling patterns even changing

the shape (or kernel) of each pixel across the image.

For this reason, care must be taken when acquiring an image on one device and displaying it

on another, or when converting image data from one pixel format to another.

LCD screens typically use a staggered grid, where the red, green, and blue components are

sampled at slightly different locations. Cleartype is a technology which takes advantage of

these differences to improve the rendering of text on LCD screens.

 Some digital cameras use a Bayer filter, resulting in a regular grid of pixels where the color

of each pixel depends on its position on the grid.

 A clipmap uses a hierarchical sampling pattern, where the size of the support of each pixel

depends on its location within the hierarchy.

 Warped grids are used when the underlying geometry is non-planar, such as images of the

earth from space.
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 The use of non-uniform grids is an active research area, attempting to bypass the traditional

Nyquist limit.

 Pixels on computer monitors are normally "square" (this is, having equal horizontal and

vertical sampling pitch); pixels in other systems are often "rectangular" (that is, having

unequal horizontal and vertical sampling pitch), as are digital video formats with diverse

aspect ratios, such as the anamorphic widescreen formats of the CCIR 601 digital video

standard.

6. Display resolution vs. native resolution in computer monitors

Computers can use pixels to display an image, often an abstract image that represents a GUI.

The resolution of this image is called the display resolution and is determined by the video

card of the computer.

Modern computer monitors also use pixels to display an image, and have a native resolution.

In the case of an LCD monitor, each pixel is made up of triads, with the number of these

triads determining the native resolution. On some CRT monitors, the beam sweep rate may be

fixed, resulting in a fixed native resolution.

To produce the sharpest images possible, the user must ensure the display resolution of the

computer matches the native resolution of the monitor.

If these resolutions are different, the image may appear squashed or stretched, or the monitor

may resample the image, resulting in a blurry or jagged appearance.

7. Bits per pixel

The number of distinct colors that can be represented by a pixel depends on the number of

bits per pixel (bpp). A 1 bpp image uses 1-bit for each pixel, so each pixel can be either on or

off. Each additional bit doubles the number of colors available, so a 2 bpp image can have 4

colors, and a 3 bpp image can have 8 colors:

 1 bpp, 21 = 2 colors (monochrome)
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 2 bpp, 22 = 4 colors

 3 bpp, 23 = 8 colors

 8 bpp, 28 = 256 colors

 16 bpp, 216 = 65,536 colors ("Highcolor" )

 24 bpp, 224 ≈ 16.7 million colors ("Truecolor")

For color depths of 15 or more bits per pixel, the depth is normally the sum of the bits

allocated to each of the red, green, and blue components. Highcolor, usually meaning 16 bpp,

normally has five bits for red and blue, and six bits for green, as the human eye is more

sensitive to errors in green than in the other two primary colors. For applications involving

transparency, the 16 bits may be divided into five bits each of red, green, and blue, with one

bit left for transparency. A 24-bit depth allows 8 bits per component. On some systems, 32-

bit depth is available: this means that each 24-bit pixel has an extra 8 bits to describe its

opacity (for purposes of combining with another image).

8. Subpixels

Many display and image-acquisition systems are, for various reasons, not capable of

displaying or sensing the different color channels at the same site. Therefore, the pixel grid is

divided into single-color regions that contribute to the displayed or sensed color when viewed

at a distance.

In some displays, such as LCD, LED, and plasma displays, these single-color regions are

separately addressable elements, which have come to be known as "subpixels". For example,

LCDs typically divide each pixel horizontally into three subpixels.

Most digital camera image sensors also use single-color sensor regions, for example using the

Bayer filter pattern, but in the case of cameras these are known as pixels, not subpixels.

For systems with subpixels, two different approaches can be taken:

 The subpixels can be ignored, with full-color pixels being treated as the smallest addressable

imaging element; or
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 The subpixels can be included in rendering calculations, which requires more analysis and

processing time, but can produce apparently superior images in some cases.

This latter approach, referred to as subpixel rendering, uses knowledge of pixel geometry to

manipulate the three colored subpixels separately, producing a slight increase in the apparent

resolution of color displays.

While CRT displays also use red-green-blue masked phosphor areas, dictated by a mesh grid

called the shadow mask, it would require a difficult calibration step to be aligned with the

displayed pixel raster, and so CRTs do not currently use subpixel rendering.

9. Megapixel

A megapixel is 1 million pixels, and is a term used not only for the number of pixels in an

image, but also to express the number of image sensor elements of digital cameras or the

number of display elements of digital displays. For example, a camera with an array of

20481536 sensor elements is commonly said to have "3.1 megapixels" (2048 1536 =

3,145,728). The neologism sensel is sometimes used to describe the elements of a digital

camera's sensor, since these are picture-detecting rather than picture-producing elements.

Digital cameras use photosensitive electronics, either charge-coupled device (CCD) or

complementary metaloxidesemiconductor (CMOS) image sensors, consisting of a large

number of single sensor elements, each of which records a measured intensity level. In most

digital cameras, the sensor array is covered with a patterned color filter mosaic having red,

green, and blue regions in the Bayer filter arrangement, so that each sensor element can

record the intensity of a single primary color of light. The camera interpolates the color

information of neighboring sensor elements, through a process called demosaicing, to create

the final image. These sensor elements are often called "pixels", even though they only record

1 channel (only red, or green, or blue) of the final color image. Thus, two of the three color

channels for each sensor must be interpolated and a so-called N-megapixel camera that

produces an N-megapixel image provides only one-third of the information that an image of

the same size could get from a scanner. Thus, certain color contrasts may look fuzzier than
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others, depending on the allocation of the primary colors (green has twice as many elements

as red or blue in the Bayer arrangement).

In contrast to conventional image sensors, the Foveon X3 sensor uses three layers of sensor

elements, so that it detects red, green, and blue intensity at each array location. This structure

eliminates the need for de-mosaicing and eliminates the associated image artifacts, such as

color blurring around sharp edges. Citing the precedent established by mosaic sensors,

Foveon counts each single-color sensor element as a pixel, even though the native output file

size has only one pixel per three camera pixels. With this method of counting, an N-

megapixel Foveon X3 sensor therefore captures the same amount of information as an N-

megapixel Bayer-mosaic sensor, though it packs the information into fewer image pixels,

without any interpolation.

10. Bitmap Graphics

In computer graphics, a raster graphics image or bitmap, is a data structure representing a

generally rectangular grid of pixels, or points of color, viewable via a monitor, paper, or other

display medium. Raster images are stored in image files with varying formats (see

Comparison of graphics file formats).

A bitmap corresponds bit-for-bit with an image displayed on a screen, generally in the same

format used for storage in the display's video memory, or maybe as a device-independent

bitmap. Bitmap is technically characterized by the width and height of the image in pixels

and by the number of bits per pixel (a color depth, which determines the number of colors it

can represent).

The printing and prepress industries know raster graphics as contones (from "continuous

tones") and refer to vector graphics as "line work".

The word "raster" has its origins in the Latin rastrum (a rake), which is derived from radere

(to scrape), and recalls metaphorically the systematic sampling of a grid-pattern of individual

pixel-spaces with a view to representing an overall image.
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11. Resolution

Raster graphics are resolution dependent. They cannot scale to an arbitrary resolution without

loss of apparent quality. This deficiency contrasts with the capabilities of vector graphics,

which easily scale to the quality of the device rendering them. Raster graphics deal more

practically than vector graphics with photographs and photo-realistic images, while vector

graphics often serve better for typesetting or for graphic design. Modern computer-monitors

typically display about 72 to 130 pixels per inch (PPI), and some modern consumer printers

can resolve 2400 dots per inch (DPI) or more; determining the most appropriate image

resolution for a given printer-resolution can pose difficulties, since printed output may have a

greater level of detail than a viewer can discern on a monitor. Typically, a resolution of 150

to 300 pixel per inch works well for 4-color process (CMYK) printing.

13. Raster-based image editors

Raster-based image editors, such as Photoshop and GIMP, revolve around editing pixels,

unlike vector-based image editors, such as Adobe Illustrator or Inkscape, which revolve

around editing lines and shapes (vectors). When an image is rendered in a raster-based image

editor, the image is composed of millions of pixels. At its core, a raster image editor works by

manipulating each individual pixel. Most pixel-based image editors work using RGB color

model, but some also allow the use of other color models such as CMYK color model.

14. Vector graphics

Vector graphics is the use of geometrical primitives such as points, lines, curves, and shapes

or polygon(s), which are all based upon mathematical equations, to represent images in

computer graphics.

Vector graphics formats are complementary to raster graphics, which is the representation of

images as an array of pixels, as it is typically used for the representation of photographic

images. There are instances when working with vector tools and formats is best practice, and

instances when working with raster tools and formats is best practice. There are times when

both formats come together. An understanding of the advantages and limitations of each
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technology and the relationship between them is most likely to result in efficient and effective

use of tools.

14.1 Overview

Computer displays are made up from small dots called pixels. The picture is built up

from these dots. The smaller and closer the dots are together, the better the quality of

the image, but the bigger the file needed to store the data. If the image is magnified, it

becomes grainy, as the resolution of the eye enables it to pick out individual pixels.

Vector graphics files store the lines, shapes and colours that make up an image as

mathematical formulae.

A vector graphics program uses the mathematical formulae to construct the screen

image, building the best quality image possible, given the screen resolution. The

mathematical formulae determine where the dots that make up the image should be

placed for the best results when displaying the image. Since these formulae can

produce an image scalable to any size and detail the quality of the image is only

determined by the resolution of the display and the file size of vector data generating

the image stays the same. Printing the image to paper will usually give a sharper,

higher resolution output than printing it to the screen but can use exactly the same

vector data file.

15. Editing vector graphics

A vector-graphics drawing software is used for creating and editing vector graphics. The

image can be changed by editing screen objects which are then saved as modifications to the

mathematical formulae. Mathematical operators in the software can be used to stretch, twist,

and colour component objects in the picture or the whole picture, and these tools are

presented to the user intuitively through the graphical user interface of the computer. It is

possible to save the screen image produced as a bitmap/raster file or generate a bitmap of any

resolution from the vector file for use on any device.
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The size of the file generated will depend on the resolution required, but the size of the vector

file generating the bitmap/raster file will always remain the same. Thus, it is easy to convert

from a vector file to a range of bitmap/raster file formats but it is much more difficult to go in

the opposite direction, especially if subsequent editing of the vector picture is required. It

might be an advantage to save an image created from a vector source file as a bitmap/raster

format, because different systems have different (and incompatible) vector formats, and some

might not support vector graphics at all. However, once a file is converted from the vector

format, it is likely to be bigger, and it loses the advantage of scalability without loss of

resolution. It will also no longer be possible to edit individual parts of the image as discrete

objects.

17. Vector formats

Vector formats are not always appropriate in graphics work. For example, digital devices

such as cameras and scanners produce raster graphics that are impractical to convert into

vectors, and so for this type of work, the editor will operate on the pixels rather than on

drawing objects defined by mathematical formulae. Comprehensive graphics tools will

combine images from vector and raster sources, and may provide editing tools for both, since

some parts of an image could come from a camera source, and others could have been drawn

using vector tools.

17. Standards

The W3C standard for vector graphics is svg. The standard is complex and has been

relatively slow to be established at least in part owing to commercial interests. Many web

browsers have now some support for rendering svg data but full implementations of the

standard are still comparatively rare.
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One of the first uses of vector graphic displays was the US SAGE air defense system. Vector

graphics systems were only retired from U.S. en route air traffic control in 1999, and are

likely still in use in military and specialised systems. Vector graphics were also used on the

TX-2 at the MIT Lincoln Laboratory by computer graphics pioneer Ivan Sutherland to run his

program Sketchpad in 1963.

Subsequent vector graphics systems include Digital's GT40 . There was a home gaming

system that used vector graphics called Vectrex as well as various arcade games like

Asteroids and Space Wars. Storage scope displays, such as the Tektronix 4014, could also

create dynamic vector images by driving the display at a lower intensity.

18. Applications

Modern vector graphics displays can sometimes be found at laser light shows, where two

fast-moving X-Y mirrors are used to rapidly draw shapes and text on a screen.

The term "vector graphics" is mainly used today in the context of two-dimensional computer

graphics. It is one of several modes an artist can use to create an image on a raster display.

Other modes include text, multimedia, and 3D rendering. Virtually all modern 3D rendering

is done using extensions of 2D vector graphics techniques. Plotters used in technical drawing

still draw vectors directly to paper.

19. Typical primitive objects

 lines and polylines

 polygons

 circles and ellipses

 Bzier curves

 Bezigons
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 Text (in computer font formats such as TrueType where each letter is created from Bzier

curves)

This list is not complete. There are various types of curves (Catmull-Rom splines, NURBS

etc.), which are useful in certain applications.

Often, a bitmap image is considered as a primitive object. From the conceptual view, it

behaves as a rectangle.

20. Vector operations

Vector graphics editors typically allow rotation, movement, mirroring, stretching, skewing,

affine transformations, changing of z-order and combination of primitives into more complex

objects.

More sophisticated transformations include set operations on closed shapes (union,

difference, intersection, etc.).

Vector graphics are ideal for simple or composite drawings that need to be device-

independent, or do not need to achieve photo-realism. For example, the PostScript and PDF

page description languages use a vector graphics model

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Learning With Word Processor Tools

Learning With Spreadsheet Tool

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Word wrap

 WYSIWYG
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 Historical notes

Definition/Overview:

The seventh topic presents a look at the word processor as a productivity tool to facilitate

written communication. Reference is made to studies that have shown that the use of word

processing by students increases their motivation to write and expands their vocabulary.

Features to be considered when choosing a word processor are examined. Representative

editing functions and print commands are examined.

Lettering guidelines are suggested and the basics of desktop publishing are covered. A

number of classroom applications of word processing are suggested.

Key Points:

1. Word wrap

Word wrap or line wrap is the feature, supported by most text editors, word processors, and

web browsers, of automatically replacing some of the blank spaces between words by line

breaks, such that each line fits in the viewable window, allowing text to be read from top to

bottom without any horizontal scrolling.

It is usually done on the fly when viewing or printing a document, so no line break code is

manually entered, or stored. If the user changes the margins, the editor will either

automatically reposition the line breaks to ensure that all the text will "flow" within the

margins and remain visible, or provide the typist some convenient way to reposition the line

breaks.
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2. Word boundaries, hyphenation, and hard spaces

The soft returns are usually placed after the end of complete words, or after the punctuation

that follows complete words. However, word wrap may also occur following a hyphen.

Word wrap following hyphens is sometimes not desired, and can be avoided by using a so-

called non-breaking hyphen instead of a regular hyphen. On the other hand, when using word

processors, invisible hyphens, called soft hyphens, can also be inserted inside words so that

word wrap can occur following the soft hyphens.

Sometimes, word wrap is not desirable between words. In such cases, word wrap can usually

be avoided by using a hard space or non-breaking space between the words, instead of regular

spaces.

3. Word wrapping in text containing Chinese, Japanese, and Korean

In Chinese, Japanese, and Korean, each Han character is normally considered a word, and

therefore word wrapping can usually occur before and after any Han character.

Under certain circumstances, however, word wrapping is not desired. For instance,

 word wrapping might not be desired within personal names, and

 word wrapping might not be desired within any compound words (when the text is flush left

but only in some styles).

Most existing word processors and typesetting software cannot handle either of the above

scenarios.

CJK punctuation may or may not follow rules similar to the above-mentioned special

circumstances; such rules are usually referred to by the Japanese term kinsoku shori

(禁則処理, literally prohibition rule handling).
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A special case of kinsoku shori, however, always applies: line wrap must never occur inside

the CJK dash and ellipsis. Even though each of these punctuation marks must be represented

by two characters due to a limitation of all existing character encodings, each of these are

intrinsically a single punctuation mark that is two ems wide, not two one-em-wide

punctuation marks.

4. WYSIWYG

WYSIWYG, is an acronym for What You See Is What You Get, used in computing to describe

a system in which content displayed during editing appears very similar to the final output,

which might be a printed document, web page, slide presentation or even the lighting for a

theatrical event.

The phrase was originally a popular catch phrase originated by Flip Wilson's drag persona

"Geraldine" (from Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In in the late 60s and then on The Flip Wilson

Show until 1974), who would often say "What you see is what you get" to excuse her quirky

behavior.

4.1 Meaning

WYSIWYG implies a user interface that allows the user to view something very

similar to the end result while the document is being created. In general WYSIWYG

implies the ability to directly manipulate the layout of a document without having to

type or remember names of layout commands. The actual meaning depends on the

user's perspective, e.g.

In Presentation programs, Compound documents and web pages,

WYSIWYG means the display precisely represents the appearance of the page

displayed to the end-user, but does not necessarily reflect how the page will be
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printed unless the printer is specifically matched to the editing program, as it

was with the Xerox Star and early versions of the Apple Macintosh.

In Word Processing and Desktop Publishing applications, WYSIWYG

means the display simulates the appearance and precisely represents the effect

of fonts and line breaks on the final pagination using a specific printer

configuration, so that a citation on page 1 of a 500-page document can

accurately refer to a reference three hundred pages later.

WYSIWYG also describes ways to manipulate 3D models in

Stereochemistry, Computer-aided design, 3D computer graphics and is the

brand name of Cast Software's lighting design tool used in the theatre industry

for pre-visualisation of shows.

Modern software does a good job of optimizing the screen display for a particular

type of output. For example, a word processor is optimized for output to a typical

printer. The software often emulates the resolution of the printer in order to get as

close as possible to WYSIWYG. However, that is not the main attraction of

WYSIWYG, which is the ability of the user to be able to visualize what he or she is

producing.

In many situations, the subtle differences between what you see and what you get are

unimportant. In fact, applications may offer multiple WYSIWYG modes with

different levels of "realism," including:

A composition mode, in which the user sees something somewhat similar to

the end result, but with additional information useful while composing, such

as section breaks and non-printing characters, and uses a layout that is more

conducive to composing than to layout.

A layout mode, in which the user sees something very similar to the end

result, but with some additional information useful in ensuring that elements

are properly aligned and spaced, such as margin lines.
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A preview mode, in which the application attempts to present a

representation that is as close to the final result as possible.

Applications may deliberately deviate or offer alternative composing layouts from a

WYSIWYG because of overhead or the user's preference to enter commands or code

directly.

4.2 Historical notes

Before the adoption of WYSIWYG techniques, text appeared in editors using the

same typeface and style with little indication of layout (margins, spacing, etc.). Users

were required to enter special non-printing control codes (now referred to as markup

code tags) to indicate that some text should be in boldface, italics, or a different

typeface or size.

These applications typically used an arbitrary markup language to define the

codes/tags. Each program had its own special way to format a document, and it was a

difficult and time consuming process to change from one word processor to another.

Using markup codes remains popular today for some basic text editing applications

due to the simplicity of using tags to store complex formatting information that the

editor cannot display. But when the tags are visible in the editor, all the unformatted

text must flow to the right and downward, moving the text out of place from where it

would actually appear when printed in the final form.

Bravo, a document preparation program produced at Xerox PARC by Butler

Lampson, Charles Simonyi and colleagues in 1974, is generally considered the first

program to incorporate WYSIWYG technology, displaying text with formatting (e.g.

with justification, fonts, and proportional spacing of characters). It was never released

commercially, but the software eventually included in the Xerox Star can be seen as a

direct descendent of it.

In the 1970s and early 1980s, most popular home computers lacked the sophisticated

graphics capabilities necessary to display WYSIWYG documents, meaning that such
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applications were usually confined to limited-purpose high end workstations (such as

the IBM Displaywriter System) that were too expensive to be afforded by the general

public. Towards the mid 1980s, however, things began to change. Improving

technology allowed the production of cheaper bitmapped displays, and WYSIWYG

software started to appear for more popular computers, including LisaWrite for the

Apple Lisa, released in 1983, and MacWrite for the Apple Macintosh, released in

1984.

The first attempts at WYSIWYG word processors for IBM PC compatible computers

allowed the user to only preview the final form of the document on-screen, as a non-

editable graphical display. WordPerfect 5.2 offered this, still using the old text-only

markup language for the primary document editing, and allowing the user to briefly

switch to a graphical mode to see how the document would look when printed. This

final rendering was computationally intensive and was consequently slow and clumsy.

It was not until adoption of Microsoft Windows began in earnest that WYSIWYG

truly came to the PC platform, eventually leading to Microsoft Word (an application

developed under the supervision of Charles Simonyi, who had joined Microsoft in

1981) becoming the market leader in WYSIWYG word processing

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to understand:

 Spreadsheet

 Paper spreadsheets

 Early implementations

 APLDOT modeling language

 Multi-dimensional Spreadsheets

 Gnumeric

 Web based spreadsheets
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Definition/Overview:

The eighth topic examines spreadsheets as a two dimensional matrix of columns and rows

with their intersections called cells. The power of this software lies in the fact that cells relate

one to another, allowing the contents of one cell to affect another cell. Complex

mathematical, statistical, and logical relationships can be described as formulas. Powerful

functions are imbedded in the software and can be called up by the user. Since the results of

cell relationships are displayed and the changing of one cell immediately affects the results of

the relationship, spreadsheets are often referred to as what if tools and are often used to make

projections or forecast results.

Two problem solving approaches are applied in this topic. A number of examples are

presented in which the spreadsheet is used to predict results, to promote accuracy of a

calculation, to calculate sums and averages, to generate graphs, to convert time and speed

measurements, and when functioning as a database, to sort text.

Graphs show abstract numerical data in a concrete, clear and interesting manner. They

display relationships that would be more difficult to convey in a text or verbal mode. As

visuals, they capture attention and promote greater retention of information.

Key Points:

1. Spreadsheet

A spreadsheet is a computer application that simulates a paper worksheet. It displays multiple

cells that together make up a grid consisting of rows and columns, each cell containing either

alphanumeric text or numeric values. A spreadsheet cell may alternatively contain a formula

that defines how the contents of that cell is to be calculated from the contents of any other

cell (or combination of cells) each time any cell is updated. Spreadsheets are frequently used
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for financial information because of their ability to re-calculate the entire sheet automatically

after a change to a single cell is made.

Visicalc is usually considered the first electronic spreadsheet (although this has been

challenged), and it helped turn the Apple II computer into a success and greatly assisted in

their widespread application. Lotus 1-2-3 was the leading spreadsheet when DOS was the

dominant operating system. Excel is now considered to have the largest market share on the

Windows and Macintosh platforms.

2. History

2.1 Paper spreadsheets

The word "spreadsheet" came from "spread" in its sense of a newspaper or magazine

item (text and/or graphics) that covers two facing pages, extending across the center

fold and treating the two pages as one large one. The compound word "spread-sheet"

came to mean the format used to present book-keeping ledgerswith columns for

categories of expenditures across the top, invoices listed down the left margin, and the

amount of each payment in the cell where its row and column intersectwhich were,

traditionally, a "spread" across facing pages of a bound ledger (book for keeping

accounting records) or on oversized sheets of paper ruled into rows and columns in

that format and approximately twice as wide as ordinary paper.

2.2 Early implementations

2.2.3 Batch spreadsheet report generators

The concept of an electronic spreadsheet was outlined in the 1961 paper

"Budgeting Models and System Simulation" by Richard Mattessich. The

subsequent work by Mattessich (1964a, Chpt. 9, Accounting and Analytical

Methods) and its companion volume, Mattessich (1964b, Simulation of the

Firm through a Budget Computer Program) applied computerized spreadsheets
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to accounting and budgeting systems (on main-frame computers in

FORTRAN IV). Batch Spreadsheets dealt primarily with the addition or

subtraction of entire columns or rows - rather than individual cells.

2.2.4 LANPAR spreadsheet compiler

Key invention in the development of electronic spreadsheets was made by

Rene K. Pardo and Remy Landau, who filed in 1971 U.S. Patent 4,398,249 on

spreadsheet automatic natural order recalculation algorithm in 1970. While the

patent was initially rejected by the patent office as being a purely

mathematical invention, following 12 years of Appeals, Pardo and Landau

won a landmark court case at the CCPA (Predecessor Court of the Federal

Circuit) overturning the Patent Office in 1983 - establishing that "something

does not cease to become patentable merely because the point of novelty is in

an algorithm."

The actual software was called LANPAR - LANguage for Programming

Arrays at Random. This was conceived and entirely developed in the summer

of 1969 following Pardo and Landau's recent graduation from Harvard

University. Co-inventor Rene Pardo recalls that he felt that one manager at

Bell Canada should not have to depend on programmers to program and

modify budgeting forms, and he thought of letting users type out forms in any

order and having computer calculating results in the right order. The software

was developed in 1969.

LANPAR was used by Bell Canada, AT&T and the 18 operating telcos

nationwide for their local and national budgeting operations. LANPAR was

also used by General Motors. Its uniqueness was the incorporation of natural

order recalculation, as opposed to left-to-right, top to bottom sequence for

calculating the results in each cell that was used by Visicalc, Supercalc and the

first version of Multiplan. Without natural order recalculation the users had to

manually recalculate the spreadsheet as many times as necessary until the

values in all the cells had stopped changing.
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The LANPAR system was implemented on GE400 and Honeywell 6000

online timesharing systems enabling users to program remotely via computer

terminals and modems. Data could be entered dynamically either by paper

tape, specific file access, on line, or even external data bases. Sophisticated

mathematical expressions including logical comparisons and "if/then"

statements could be used in any cell, and cells could be presented in any order.

2.2.5 Autoplan/Autotab spreadsheet programming language

In 1968, three former employees from the General Electric computer company

headquartered in Phoenix, Arizona set out to start their own software

development house. A. Leroy Ellison, Harry N. Cantrell, and Russell E.

Edwards found themselves doing a large number of calculations when making

tables for the business plans that they were presenting to venture capitalists.

They decided to save themselves a lot of effort and wrote a computer program

that produced their tables for them. This program, originally conceived as a

simple utility for their personal use, would turn out to be the first software

product offered by the company that would become known as Capex

Corporation. "AutoPlan" ran on GEs Time-sharing service; afterward, a

version that ran on IBM mainframes was introduced under the name

"AutoTab". (National CSS offered a similar product, CSSTAB, which had a

moderate timesharing user base by the early 70s. A major application was

opinion research tabulation.) AutoPlan/AutoTab was not a WYSIWYG

interactive spreadsheet program, it was a simple scripting language for

spreadsheets. The user defined the names and labels for the rows and columns,

then the formulas that defined each row or column.

2.2.6 Interactive spreadsheets

Interactive spreadsheets became possible when computer displays became

available. Except for LANPAR- which allowed many users in real time and
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online to timesharing systems to simultaneously program or run their

spreadsheets from their computer terminals across the country - earlier

implementations were mainly designed around batch programs and certainly

none of these batch programs allowed for forward referencing of cells or

natural order recalculation. In the early 1970s text based computer displays

began to be used as input/output devices for interactive transaction processes.

This was sufficient for early interactive spreadsheets to be implemented. The

lack of on-line historical material relating to such systems, and their limited

coverage in academic and commercial publications, makes it hard to assess

their level of innovation and ultimate impact.

3. APLDOT modeling language

An example of an early "industrial weight" spreadsheet was APLDOT, developed in 1976 at

the United States Railway Association on an IBM 360/91, running at The Johns Hopkins

University Applied Physics Laboratory in Laurel, MD. The application was used successfully

for many years in developing such applications as financial and costing models for the US

Congress and for Conrail. APLDOT was dubbed a "spreadsheet" because financial analysts

and strategic planners used it to solve the same problems they addressed with paper

spreadsheet pads.

The spreadsheet concept became widely known in the late 1970s and early 1980s because of

Dan Bricklin's implementation of VisiCalc. VisiCalc was the first spreadsheet that combined

all essential features of modern spreadsheet applications, such as WYSIWYG interactive user

interface, automatic recalculation, status and formula lines, range copying with relative and

absolute references, formula building by selecting referenced cells. PC World magazine has

called VisiCalc the first electronic spreadsheet.

Bricklin has spoken of watching his university professor create a table of calculation results

on a blackboard. When the professor found an error, he had to tediously erase and rewrite a

number of sequential entries in the table, triggering Bricklin to think that he could replicate

the process on a computer, using the blackboard as the model to view results of underlying
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formulas. His idea became VisiCalc, the first application that turned the personal computer

from a hobby for computer enthusiasts into a business tool.

VisiCalc went on to become the first "killer app", an application that was so compelling,

people would buy a particular computer just to own it. In this case the computer was the

Apple II, and VisiCalc was no small part in that machine's success. The program was later

ported to a number of other early computers, notably CP/M machines, the Atari 8-bit family

and various Commodore platforms. Nevertheless, VisiCalc remains best known as "an Apple

II program".

4. Multi-dimensional Spreadsheets

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, first Javelin Software and later Lotus Improv appeared and

unlike models in a conventional spreadsheet, they utilized models built on objects called

variables, not on data in cells of a report. These multi-dimensional spreadsheets enabled

viewing data and algorithms in various self-documenting ways, including simultaneous

multiple synchronized views. For example, users of Javelin could move through the

connections between variables on a diagram while seeing the logical roots and branches of

each variable. This is an example of what is perhaps its primary contribution of the earlier

Javelin--the concept of traceability of a user's logic or model structure through its twelve

views. A complex model can be dissected and understood by others who had no role in its

creation, and this remains unique even today. Javelin was used primarily for financial

modeling, but was also used to build instructional models in college chemistry courses, to

model the world's economies, and by the military in the early Star Wars project. It is still in

use by institutions for which model integrity is mission critical.

In these programs, a time series, or any variable, was an object in itself, not a collection of

cells which happen to appear in a row or column. Variables could have many attributes,

including complete awareness of their connections to all other variables, data references, and

text and image notes. Calculations were performed on these objects, as opposed to a range of
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cells, so adding two time series automatically aligns them in calendar time, or in a user-

defined time frame. Data were independent of worksheetsvariables, and therefore data, could

not be destroyed by deleting a row, column or entire worksheet. For instance, January's costs

are subtracted from January's revenues, regardless of where or whether either appears in a

worksheet. This permits actions later used in pivot tables, except that flexible manipulation of

report tables was but one of many capabilities supported by variables. Moreover, if costs

were entered by week and revenues by month, Javelin's program could allocate or interpolate

as appropriate. This object design enabled variables and whole models to reference each other

with user-defined variable names, and to perform multidimensional analysis and massive, but

easily editable consolidations.

5. Lotus 1-2-3 and other MS-DOS spreadsheets

The acceptance of the IBM PC following its introduction in August, 1981, began slowly,

because most of the programs available for it were ports from other 8-bit platforms. Things

changed dramatically with the introduction of Lotus 1-2-3 in November, 1982, and release

for sale in January, 1983. It became that platform's killer app, and drove sales of the PC due

to the improvements in speed and graphics compared to VisiCalc.

Lotus 1-2-3, along with its competitor Borland Quattro, soon displaced VisiCalc. Lotus 1-2-3

was released on January 26, 1983, started outselling then-most-popular VisiCalc the very

same year, and for a number of years was the leading spreadsheet for DOS.

6. Microsoft Excel

Microsoft had been developing Excel on the Macintosh platform for several years at this

point, where it had developed into a fairly powerful system. A port of Excel to Windows 2.0

resulted in a fully functional Windows spreadsheet. The more robust Windows 3.x platforms

of the early 1990s made it possible for Excel to take market share from Lotus. By the time

Lotus responded with usable Windows products, Microsoft had started compiling their Office

suite. Starting in the mid 1990s continuing through the present, Microsoft Excel has

dominated the commercial electronic spreadsheet market.
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7. Apple Numbers

Numbers is Apple Inc.'s spreadsheet software, part of iWork. It focuses on usability and the

elegance of chart presentation. Numbers completed Apple's productivity suite, making it a

viable competitor to Microsoft Office. It lacks features such as pivot tables.

8. OpenOffice.org

OpenOffice.org Calc is a freely available, open-source program modelled after Microsoft

Excel. Calc can both open and save in the Excel (XLS) file format. Calc can be acquired as

both an installation file and a portable program, capable of being run from a device such as a

USB memory drive. It can be downloaded from the OpenOffice.org website.

9. Gnumeric

Gnumeric is a free spreadsheet program that is part of the GNOME desktop and has

Windows installers available. It is intended to be a free replacement for proprietary

spreadsheet programs such as Microsoft Excel, which it broadly and openly emulates.

Gnumeric was created and developed by Miguel de Icaza, and the current maintainer is Jody

Goldberg.

Gnumeric has the ability to import and export data in several file formats, including CSV,

Microsoft Excel, HTML, LaTeX, Lotus 1-2-3, OpenDocument and Quattro Pro; its native

format is the Gnumeric file format (.gnm or .gnumeric), an XML file compressed with gzip.

It includes all of the spreadsheet functions of the North American edition of Microsoft Excel

and many functions unique to Gnumeric. Pivot tables and conditional formatting are not yet

supported but are planned for future versions. Gnumeric's accuracy has helped it to establish

a niche among people using it for statistical analysis and other scientific tasks. For improving

the accuracy of Gnumeric, the developers are cooperating with the R Project.
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10. Web based spreadsheets

With the advent of advanced web technologies such as Ajax circa 2005, a new generation of

online spreadsheets has emerged. Equipped with a rich Internet application user experience,

the best web based online spreadsheets have many of the features seen in desktop spreadsheet

applications. Some of them have strong multi-user collaboration features. Some of them offer

real time updates from remote sources such as stock prices and currency exchange rates

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Learning With Database Tools

Learning With Multimedia Too

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Database

 Database storage structures

 Applications of databases

 Database management system

Definition/Overview:

Our conscious and subconscious minds filter data, accepting some and rejecting the rest. We

have the ability to organize the data we accept and give it meaning. Only then will data

become information. Information is purposefully structured data. A database manager is

software designed to structure data in order to produce information.

The ninth topic deals with concepts related to understanding, creating and using a data file. It

examines a database manager as software designed to allow the user to create a structure for
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the storage, manipulation, and retrieval of data in order to produce information. It is an

information management tool with the potential to increase the speed of information

acquisition, the ease with which information is acquired, and the quality of the information

acquired both in terms of accuracy and completeness.

Key Points:

1. Database

A database is a structured collection of records or data that is stored in a computer system.

The structure is achieved by organizing the data according to a database model. The model in

most common use today is the relational model. Other models such as the hierarchical model

and the network model use a more explicit representation of relationships.

2. Database storage structures

Relational database tables/indexes are typically stored in memory or on hard disk in one of

many forms, ordered/unordered flat files, ISAM, heaps, hash buckets or B+ trees. These have

various advantages and disadvantages discussed further in the main article on this topic. The

most commonly used are B+ trees and ISAM.

Object databases use a range of storage mechanisms. Some use virtual memory mapped files

to make the native language (C++, Java etc.) objects persistent. This can be highly efficient

but it can make multi-language access more difficult. Others break the objects down into

fixed and varying length components that are then clustered tightly together in fixed sized

blocks on disk and reassembled into the appropriate format either for the client or in the client

address space. Another popular technique is to store the objects in tuples, much like a

relational database, which the database server then reassembles for the clients.
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Other important design choices relate to the clustering of data by category (such as grouping

data by month, or location), creating pre-computed views known as materialized views,

partitioning data by range or hash. Memory management and storage topology can be

important design choices for database designers as well. Just as normalization is used to

reduce storage requirements and improve the extensibility of the database, conversely

denormalization is often used to reduce join complexity and reduce execution time for

queries.

3. Indexing

All of these databases can take advantage of indexing to increase their speed. This technology

has advanced tremendously since its early uses in the 1960s and 1970s. The most common

kind of index is a sorted list of the contents of some particular table column, with pointers to

the row associated with the value. An index allows a set of table rows matching some

criterion to be located quickly. Typically, indexes are also stored in the various forms of data-

structure mentioned above (such as B-trees, hashes, and linked lists). Usually, a specific

technique is chosen by the database designer to increase efficiency in the particular case of

the type of index required.

Most relational DBMS's and some object DBMSs have the advantage that indexes can be

created or dropped without changing existing applications making use of it. The database

chooses between many different strategies based on which one it estimates will run the

fastest. In other words, indexes are transparent to the application or end-user querying the

database; while they affect performance, any SQL command will run with or without index to

compute the result of an SQL statement. The RDBMS will produce a plan of how to execute

the query, which is generated by analyzing the run times of the different algorithms and

selecting the quickest. Some of the key algorithms that deal with joins are nested loop join,

sort-merge join and hash join. Which of these is chosen depends on whether an index exists,

what type it is, and its cardinality.

An index speeds up access to data, but it has disadvantages as well. First, every index

increases the amount of storage on the hard drive necessary for the database file, and second,

the index must be updated each time the data are altered, and this costs time. (Thus an index
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saves time in the reading of data, but it costs time in entering and altering data. It thus

depends on the use to which the data are to be put whether an index is on the whole a net plus

or minus in the quest for efficiency.)

A special case of an index is a primary index, or primary key, which is distinguished in that

the primary index must ensure a unique reference to a record. Often, for this purpose one

simply uses a running index number (ID number). Primary indexes play a significant role in

relational databases, and they can speed up access to data considerably.

4. Transactions and concurrency

In addition to their data model, most practical databases ("transactional databases") attempt to

enforce a database transaction. Ideally, the database software should enforce the ACID rules,

summarized here:

 Atomicity: Either all the tasks in a transaction must be done, or none of them. The transaction

must be completed, or else it must be undone (rolled back).

 Consistency: Every transaction must preserve the integrity constraints the declared

consistency rules of the database. It cannot place the data in a contradictory state.

 Isolation: Two simultaneous transactions cannot interfere with one another. Intermediate

results within a transaction are not visible to other transactions.

 Durability: Completed transactions cannot be aborted later or their results discarded. They

must persist through (for instance) restarts of the DBMS after crashes

In practice, many DBMSs allow most of these rules to be selectively relaxed for better

performance.

Concurrency control is a method used to ensure that transactions are executed in a safe

manner and follow the ACID rules. The DBMS must be able to ensure that only serializable,

recoverable schedules are allowed, and that no actions of committed transactions are lost

while undoing aborted transactions.
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5. Replication

Replication of databases is closely related to transactions. If a database can log its individual

actions, it is possible to create a duplicate of the data in real time. The duplicate can be used

to improve performance or availability of the whole database system. Common replication

concepts include:

 Master/Slave Replication: All write requests are performed on the master and then replicated

to the slaves

 Quorum: The result of Read and Write requests are calculated by querying a "majority" of

replicas.

 Multimaster: Two or more replicas sync each other via a transaction identifier.

Parallel synchronous replication of databases enables transactions to be replicated on multiple

servers simultaneously, which provides a method for backup and security as well as data

availability.

6. Security

Database security denotes the system, processes, and procedures that protect a database from

unintended activity.

Security is usually enforced through access control, auditing, and encryption.

 Access control ensures and restricts who can connect and what can be done to the database.

 Auditing logs what action or change has been performed, when and by whom.

 Encryption: Since security has become a major issue in recent years, many commercial

database vendors provide built-in encryption mechanisms. Data is encoded natively into the

tables and deciphered "on the fly" when a query comes in. Connections can also be secured

and encrypted if required using DSA, MD5, SSL or legacy encryption standard.

Enforcing security is one of the major tasks of the DBA.

In the United Kingdom, legislation protecting the public from unauthorized disclosure of

personal information held on databases falls under the Office of the Information
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Commissioner. United Kingdom based organizations holding personal data in electronic

format (databases for example) are required to register with the Data Commissioner.

7. Locking

Locking is how the database handles multiple concurrent operations. This is how concurrency

and some form of basic integrity is managed within the database system. Such locks can be

applied on a row level, or on other levels like page (a basic data block), extent (multiple array

of pages) or even an entire table. This helps maintain the integrity of the data by ensuring that

only one process at a time can modify the same data.

In basic filesystem files or folders, only one lock at a time can be set, restricting the usage to

one process only. Databases, on the other hand, can set and hold mutiple locks at the same

time on the different level of the physical data structure. How locks are set, last is determined

by the database engine locking scheme based on the submitted SQL or transactions by the

users. Generally speaking, no activity on the database should be translated by no or very light

locking.

For most DBMS systems existing on the market, locks are generally shared or exclusive.

Exclusive locks mean that no other lock can acquire the current data object as long as the

exclusive lock lasts. Exclusive locks are usually set while the database needs to change data,

like during an UPDATE or DELETE operation.

Shared locks can take ownership one from the other of the current data structure. Shared

locks are usually used while the database is reading data, during a SELECT operation. The

number, nature of locks and time the lock holds a data block can have a huge impact on the

database performances. Bad locking can lead to disastrous performance response (usually the

result of poor SQL requests, or inadequate database physical structure)

Default locking behavior is enforced by the isolation level of the dataserver. Changing the

isolation level will affect how shared or exclusive locks must be set on the data for the entire

database system. Default isolation is generally 1, where data can not be read while it is

modified, forbidding to return "ghost data" to end user.
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At some point intensive or inappropriate exclusive locking, can lead to the "dead lock"

situation between two locks. Where none of the locks can be released because they try to

acquire resources mutually from each other. The Database has a fail safe mechanism and will

automatically "sacrifice" one of the locks releasing the resource. Doing so processes or

transactions involved in the "dead lock" will be rolled back.

Databases can also be locked for other reasons, like access restrictions for given levels of

user. Some databases are also locked for routine database maintenance, which prevents

changes being made during the maintenance. See "Locking tables and databases" (section in

some documentation / explanation from IBM) for more detail.) However, many modern

databases don't lock the database during routine maintenance. e.g. "Routine Database

Maintenance" for PostgreSQL.

8. Applications of databases

Databases are used in many applications, spanning virtually the entire range of computer

software. Databases are the preferred method of storage for large multiuser applications,

where coordination between many users is needed. Even individual users find them

convenient, and many electronic mail programs and personal organizers are based on

standard database technology. Software database drivers are available for most database

platforms so that application software can use a common Application Programming Interface

to retrieve the information stored in a database. Two commonly used database APIs are

JDBC and ODBC.

9. Database management system

A database management system (DBMS) is computer software that manages databases.

DBMSes may use any of a variety of database models, such as the network model or

relational model. In large systems, a DBMS allows users and other software to store and

retrieve data in a structured way.
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9.1 Overview

A DBMS is a set of software programs that controls the organization, storage,

management, and retrieval of data in a database. DBMS are categorized according to

their data structures or types. It is a set of prewritten programs that are used to store,

update and retrieve a Database. The DBMS accepts requests for data from the

application program and instructs the operating system to transfer the appropriate

data. When a DBMS is used, information systems can be changed much more easily

as the organization's information requirements change. New categories of data can be

added to the database without disruption to the existing system.

Organizations may use one kind of DBMS for daily transaction processing and then

move the detail onto another computer that uses another DBMS better suited for

random inquiries and analysis. Overall systems design decisions are performed by

data administrators and systems analysts. Detailed database design is performed by

database administrators.

Database servers are computers that hold the actual databases and run only the DBMS

and related software. Database servers are usually multiprocessor computers, with

generous memory and RAID disk arrays used for stable storage. Connected to one or

more servers via a high-speed channel, hardware database accelerators are also used

in large volume transaction processing environments. DBMSs are found at the heart

of most database applications. Sometimes DBMSs are built around a private

multitasking kernel with built-in networking support although nowadays these

functions are left to the operating system
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Multimedia

 Categorization of multimedia

 Major characteristics of multimedia

 History of the term

 Usage

 Structuring information in a multimedia form

Definition/Overview:

Multimedia is explored in this topic as a multisensory teaching and learning tool in which

computer programs are used to control the presentation of audio, video and graphic

information. Authoring programs are mentioned and related equipment is discussed in

detail. Multimedia tools allow a student to compose a complex statement that might include

computer generated sound, graphics and animation along with sound and visual forms stored

in another medium as well as information from the World Wide Web.

The concept of optical storage is explained and various optical media are compared. Virtual

reality (VR) is briefly examined as a computer generated simulated environment delivered to

the user.

This topic deals with how to create multimedia experiences in a variety of ways. The desktop

presentation tool PowerPoint is explored. Underlying concepts are discussed before step-by-

step instructions are given. Guidelines for preparing effective presentations are cited. Readers

are then led through the design of a HyperStudio example. Both programs were chosen

because of their availability on both Microsoft Windows and the Mac OS. The topic closes

with a reminder of HTML authoring tools.
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Key Points:

1. Multimedia

Multimedia is media and content that utilizes a combination of different content forms. The

term can be used as a noun (a medium with multiple content forms) or as an adjective

describing a medium as having multiple content forms. The term is used in contrast to media

which only utilize traditional forms of printed or hand-produced material. Multimedia

includes a combination of text, audio, still images, animation, video, and interactivity content

forms.

Multimedia is usually recorded and played, displayed or accessed by information content

processing devices, such as computerized and electronic devices, but can also be part of a live

performance. Multimedia (as an adjective) also describes electronic media devices used to

store and experience multimedia content. Multimedia is similar to traditional mixed media in

fine art, but with a broader scope. The term "rich media" is synonymous for interactive

multimedia. Hypermedia can be considered one particular multimedia application.

2. Categorization of multimedia

Multimedia may be broadly divided into linear and non-linear categories. Linear active

content progresses without any navigation control for the viewer such as a cinema

presentation. Non-linear content offers user interactivity to control progress as used with a

computer game or used in self-paced computer based training. Hypermedia is an example of

non-linear content.

Multimedia presentations can be live or recorded. A recorded presentation may allow

interactivity via a navigation system. A live multimedia presentation may allow interactivity

via an interaction with the presenter or performer.
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3. Major characteristics of multimedia

Multimedia presentations may be viewed in person on stage, projected, transmitted, or

played locally with a media player. A broadcast may be a live or recorded multimedia

presentation. Broadcasts and recordings can be either analog or digital electronic media

technology. Digital online multimedia may be downloaded or streamed. Streaming

multimedia may be live or on-demand.

Multimedia games and simulations may be used in a physical environment with special

effects, with multiple users in an online network, or locally with an offline computer, game

system, or simulator.

The various formats of technological or digital multimedia may be intended to enhance the

users' experience, for example to make it easier and faster to convey information. Or in

entertainment or art, to transcend everyday experience.

Enhanced levels of interactivity are made possible by combining multiple forms of media

content. Online multimedia is increasingly becoming object-oriented and data-driven,

enabling applications with collaborative end-user innovation and personalization on multiple

forms of content over time. Examples of these range from multiple forms of content on Web

sites like photo galleries with both images (pictures) and title (text) user-updated, to

simulations whose co-efficients, events, illustrations, animations or videos are modifiable,

allowing the multimedia "experience" to be altered without reprogramming. In addition to

seeing and hearing, Haptic technology enables virtual objects to be felt. Emerging technology

involving illusions of taste and smell may also enhance the multimedia experience.
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4. History of the term

In 1965 the term Multi-media was used to describe the Exploding Plastic Inevitable, a

performance that combined live rock music, cinema, experimental lighting and performance

art.

In the intervening forty years the word has taken on different meanings. In the late 1970s the

term was used to describe presentations consisting of multi-projector slide shows timed to an

audio track. In the 1990s it took on its current meaning. In common usage the term

multimedia refers to an electronically delivered combination of media including video, still

images, audio, text in such a way that can be accessed interactively. Much of the content on

the web today falls within this definition as understood by millions.

Some computers which were marketed in the 1990s were called "multimedia" computers

because they incorporated a CD-ROM drive, which allowed for the delivery of several

hundred megabytes of video, picture, and audio data.

5. Word usage and context

Since media is the plural of medium, the term "multimedia" is a pleonasm if "multi" is used

to describe multiple occurrences of only one form of media such as a collection of audio

CDs. This is why it's important that the word "multimedia" is used exclusively to describe

multiple forms of media and content.

The term "multimedia" is also ambiguous. Static content (such as a paper book) may be

considered multimedia if it contains both pictures and text or may be considered interactive if

the user interacts by turning pages at will. Books may also be considered non-linear if the

pages are accessed non-sequentially. The term "video", if not used exclusively to describe

motion photography, is ambiguous in multimedia terminology. Video is often used to

describe the file format, delivery format, or presentation format instead of "footage" which is

used to distinguish motion photography from "animation" of rendered motion imagery.

Multiple forms of information content are often not considered multimedia if they don't

contain modern forms of presentation such as audio or video. Likewise, single forms of

information content with single methods of information processing (e.g. non-interactive
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audio) are often called multimedia, perhaps to distinguish static media from active media.

Performing arts may also be considered multimedia considering that performers and props are

multiple forms of both content and media.

6. Usage

ultimedia finds its application in various areas including, but not limited to, advertisements,

art, education, entertainment, engineering, medicine, mathematics, business, scientific

research and spatial temporal applications. Several examples are as follows]

6.1 Creative industries

Creative industries use multimedia for a variety of purposes ranging from fine arts, to

entertainment, to commercial art, to journalism, to media and software services

provided for any of the industries listed below. An individual multimedia designer

may cover the spectrum throughout their career. Request for their skills range from

technical, to analytical, to creative.

6.2 Commercial

Much of the electronic old and new media utilized by commercial artists is

multimedia. Exciting presentations are used to grab and keep attention in advertising.

Business to business, and interoffice communications are often developed by creative

services firms for advanced multimedia presentations beyond simple slide shows to

sell ideas or liven-up training. Commercial multimedia developers may be hired to

design for governmental services and nonprofit services applications as well.
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6.3 Entertainment and fine arts

In addition, multimedia is heavily used in the entertainment industry, especially to

develop special effects in movies and animations. Multimedia games are a popular

pastime and are software programs available either as CD-ROMs or online. Some

video games also use multimedia features. Multimedia applications that allow users to

actively participate instead of just sitting by as passive recipients of information are

called Interactive Multimedia. In the Arts there are multimedia artists, whose minds

are able to blend techniques using different media that in some way incorporates

interaction with the viewer. One of the most relevant could be Peter Greenaway who

is melding Cinema with Opera and all sorts of digital media. Another approach entails

the creation of multimedia that can be displayed in a traditional fine arts arena, such

as an art gallery. Although multimedia display material may be volatile, the

survivability of the content is as strong as any traditional media. Digital recording

material may be just as durable and infinitely reproducible with perfect copies every

time.

6.4 Education

In Education, multimedia is used to produce computer-based training courses

(popularly called CBTs) and reference books like encyclopedia and almanacs. A CBT

lets the user go through a series of presentations, text about a particular topic, and

associated illustrations in various information formats. Edutainment is an informal

term used to describe combining education with entertainment, especially multimedia

entertainment.

Learning theory in the past decade has expanded dramatically because of the

introduction of multimedia. Several lines of research have evolved (e.g. Cognitive

load, Multimedia learning, and the list goes on). The possibilities for learning and

instruction are nearly endless.
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6.5 Engineering

Software engineers may use multimedia in Computer Simulations for anything from

entertainment to training such as military or industrial training. Multimedia for

software interfaces are often done as a collaboration between creative professionals

and software engineers.

6.6 Industry

In the Industrial sector, multimedia is used as a way to help present information to

shareholders, superiors and coworkers. Multimedia is also helpful for providing

employee training, advertising and selling products all over the world via virtually

unlimited web-based technologies.

6.7 Mathematical and scientific research

In mathematical and scientific research, multimedia are mainly used for modelling

and simulation. For example, a scientist can look at a molecular model of a particular

substance and manipulate it to arrive at a new substance. Representative research can

be found in journals such as the Journal of Multimedia.

6.8 Medicine

In Medicine, doctors can get trained by looking at a virtual surgery or they can

simulate how the human body is affected by diseases spread by viruses and bacteria

and then develop techniques to prevent it.
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6.9 Miscellaneous

In Europe, the reference organization for Multimedia industry is the European

Multimedia Associations Convention (EMMAC).

An observatory for jobs in the multimedia industry provides surveys and analysis

about multimedia and ITC jobs.

7. Structuring information in a multimedia form

Multimedia represents the convergence of text, pictures, video and sound into a single form.

The power of multimedia and the Internet lies in the way in which information is linked.

Multimedia and the Internet require a completely new approach to writing. The style of

writing that is appropriate for the 'on-line world' is highly optimized and designed to be able

to be quickly scanned by readers.

A good site must be made with a specific purpose in mind and a site with good interactivity

and new technology can also be useful for attracting visitors. The site must be attractive and

innovative in its design, function in terms of its purpose, easy to navigate, frequently updated

and fast to download.

When users view a page, they can only view one page at a time. As a result, multimedia users

must create a mental model of information structure.

Patrick Lynch, author of the Yale University Web Style Manual, states that users need

predictability and structure, with clear functional and graphical continuity between the

various components and subsections of the multimedia production. In this way, the home

page of any multimedia production should always be a landmark, able to be accessed from

anywhere within a multimedia piece.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Learning With Internet Tools

Internet Applications In Education
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In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Learning With Internet Tools

Internet Applications In Education

Topic Objective:

 Internet

 Today's Internet

 Internet protocols

 Internet structure

 ICANN

 Common uses

Definition/Overview:

Topic 11 examines the use of the Internet as a network of networks to access and exchange

information. It briefly traces its development and explains its design. The impact of e-mail is

discussed and parts of an e-mail address are explained. Proper network etiquette and

acceptable use policies are discussed. Internet navigation and retrieval tools such as search

engines are reviewed.

The topics major focus is on an understanding of the World Wide Web and its curriculum

implications. The proper citation of Internet references and copyright concerns are the proper

citation of Internet references and copyright concerns. Web page construction and the use of

HTML editors is explored.
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Key Points:

1. Internet

The Internet is a global system of interconnected computer networks that interchange data by

packet switching using the standardized Internet Protocol Suite (TCP/IP). It is a "network of

networks" that consists of millions of private and public, academic, business, and government

networks of local to global scope that are linked by copper wires, fiber-optic cables, wireless

connections, and other technologies.

The Internet carries various information resources and services, such as electronic mail,

online chat, file transfer and file sharing, online gaming, and the inter-linked hypertext

documents and other resources of the World Wide Web (WWW).

Today's Internet

Aside from the complex physical connections that make up its infrastructure, the Internet is

facilitated by bi- or multi-lateral commercial contracts (e.g., peering agreements), and by

technical specifications or protocols that describe how to exchange data over the network.

Indeed, the Internet is defined by its interconnections and routing policies.

As of June 30, 2008, 1.463 billion people use the Internet according to Internet World Stats.

2. Internet protocols

The complex communications infrastructure of the Internet consists of its hardware

components and a system of software layers that control various aspects of the architecture.

While the hardware can often be used to support other software systems, it is the design and
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the rigorous standardization process of the software architecture that characterizes the

Internet.

The responsibility for the architectural design of the Internet software systems has been

delegated to the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The IETF conducts standard-setting

work groups, open to any individual, about the various aspects of Internet architecture.

Resulting discussions and final standards are published in Requests for Comments (RFCs),

freely available on the IETF web site.

The principal methods of networking that enable the Internet are contained in a series of

RFCs that constitute the Internet Standards. These standards describe a system known as the

Internet Protocol Suite. This is a model architecture that divides methods into a layered

system of protocols (RFC 1122, RFC 1123). The layers correspond to the environment or

scope in which their services operate. At the top is the space (Application Layer) of the

software application, e.g., a web browser application, and just below it is the Transport Layer

which connects applications on different hosts via the network (e.g., client-server model).

The underlying network consists of two layers: the Internet Layer which enables computers

to connect to one-another via intermediate (transit) networks and thus is the layer that

establishes internetworking and the Internet, and lastly, at the bottom, is a software layer that

provides connectivity between hosts on the same local link (therefor called Link Layer), e.g.,

a local area network (LAN) or a dial-up connection. This model is also known as the TCP/IP

model of networking. While other models have been developed, such as the Open Systems

Interconnection (OSI) model, they are not compatible in the details of description, nor

implementation.

The most prominent component of the Internet model is the Internet Protocol (IP) which

provides addressing systems for computers on the Internet and facilitates the internetworking

of networks. IP Version 4 (IPv4) is the initial version used on the first generation of the

today's Internet and is still in dominant use. It was designed to address up to ~4.3 billion (109)

Internet hosts. However, the explosive growth of the Internet has led to IPv4 address

exhaustion. A new protocol version, IPv6, was developed which provides vastly larger

addressing capabilities and more efficient routing of data traffic. IPv6 is currently in

commercial deployment phase around the world.
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IPv6 is not interoperable with IPv4. It essentially establishes a "parallel" version of the

Internet not accessible with IPv4 software. This means software upgrades are necessary for

every networking device that needs to communicate on the IPv6 Internet. Most modern

computer operating systems are already converted to operate with both versions of the

Internet Protocol. Network infrastructures, however, are still lagging in this development.

3. Internet structure

There have been many analyses of the Internet and its structure. For example, it has been

determined that the Internet IP routing structure and hypertext links of the World Wide Web

are examples of scale-free networks.

Similar to the way the commercial Internet providers connect via Internet exchange points,

research networks tend to interconnect into large subnetworks such as the following:

 GEANT

 GLORIAD

 The Internet2 Network (formally known as the Abilene Network)

 JANET (the UK's national research and education network)

These in turn are built around relatively smaller networks. See also the list of academic

computer network organizations.

In computer network diagrams, the Internet is often represented by a cloud symbol, into and

out of which network communications can pass
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4. ICANN

The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) is the authority that

coordinates the assignment of unique identifiers on the Internet, including domain names,

Internet Protocol (IP) addresses, and protocol port and parameter numbers. A globally unified

namespace (i.e., a system of names in which there is at most one holder for each possible

name) is essential for the Internet to function. ICANN is headquartered in Marina del Rey,

California, but is overseen by an international board of directors drawn from across the

Internet technical, business, academic, and non-commercial communities. The US

government continues to have the primary role in approving changes to the root zone file that

lies at the heart of the domain name system. Because the Internet is a distributed network

comprising many voluntarily interconnected networks, the Internet has no governing body.

ICANN's role in coordinating the assignment of unique identifiers distinguishes it as perhaps

the only central coordinating body on the global Internet, but the scope of its authority

extends only to the Internet's systems of domain names, IP addresses, protocol ports and

parameter numbers.

On November 16, 2005, the World Summit on the Information Society, held in Tunis,

established the Internet Governance Forum (IGF) to discuss Internet-related issues.

5. Language

The prevalent language for communication on the Internet is English. This may be a result of

the Internet's origins, as well as English's role as a lingua franca. It may also be related to the

poor capability of early computers, largely originating in the United States, to handle

characters other than those in the English variant of the Latin alphabet.

After English (29% of Web visitors) the most requested languages on the World Wide Web

are Chinese (19%), Spanish (9%), Japanese (6%), French (5%) and German (4%).
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By region, 40% of the world's Internet users are based in Asia, 26% in Europe, 17% in North

America, 10% in Latin America and the Caribbean, 4% in Africa, 3% in the Middle East and

1% in Australia.

The Internet's technologies have developed enough in recent years, especially in the use of

Unicode, that good facilities are available for development and communication in most

widely used languages. However, some glitches such as mojibake (incorrect display of

foreign language characters, also known as kryakozyabry) still remain.

6. Internet and the workplace

The Internet is allowing greater flexibility in working hours and location, especially with the

spread of unmetered high-speed connections and Web applications.

7. The Internet viewed on mobile devices

The Internet can now be accessed virtually anywhere by numerous means. Mobile phones,

datacards, handheld game consoles and cellular routers allow users to connect to the Internet

from anywhere there is a cellular network supporting that device's technology.

Within the limitations imposed by the small screen and other limited facilities of such a

pocket-sized device, all the services of the Internet, including email and web browsing, may

be available in this way. Service providers may restrict the range of these services and

charges for data access may be significant, compared to home usage.

8. Common uses

8.1 E-mail

The concept of sending electronic text messages between parties in a way analogous

to mailing letters or memos predates the creation of the Internet. Even today it can be
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important to distinguish between Internet and internal e-mail systems. Internet e-mail

may travel and be stored unencrypted on many other networks and machines out of

both the sender's and the recipient's control. During this time it is quite possible for

the content to be read and even tampered with by third parties, if anyone considers it

important enough. Purely internal or intranet mail systems, where the information

never leaves the corporate or organization's network, are much more secure, although

in any organization there will be IT and other personnel whose job may involve

monitoring, and occasionally accessing, the e-mail of other employees not addressed

to them. Today you can send pictures and attach files on e-mail. Most e-mail servers

today also feature the ability to send e-mail to multiple e-mail addresses.

E-Mail E-mail is a means or system of transmitting messages electronically. It is any

method of creating, transmitting, or storing. E-mails are what allow people to keep in

touch with other people in an easy and fast way because of the invention of the

Internet. It is a quick way to send a message or document or eve a file or just anything

to someone or the other. Not only can the email be sent to one person but it can also

be sent to as many people as it is needed to be sent to. If one receives an email that

they need to send to others they are able to forward the message to anyone they chose

to There are many different types of websites such as Google, yahoo, msn, etc. to

create email accounts on. Creating an account in any of these still allows for one to

communicate with anyone from any of the different types of accounts. All email

accounts created are free and anyone is allowed to create one. E-mails are very secure

and private between the sender and recipient and allow for information to be very

easily sent and replied to.

8.2 The World Wide Web

Many people use the terms Internet and World Wide Web (or just the Web)

interchangeably, but, as discussed above, the two terms are not synonymous.

The World Wide Web is a huge set of interlinked documents, images and other

resources, linked by hyperlinks and URLs. These hyperlinks and URLs allow the web

servers and other machines that store originals, and cached copies of, these resources
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to deliver them as required using HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol). HTTP is only

one of the communication protocols used on the Internet.

Web services also use HTTP to allow software systems to communicate in order to

share and exchange business logic and data.

Software products that can access the resources of the Web are correctly termed user

agents. In normal use, web browsers, such as Internet Explorer, Firefox and Apple

Safari, access web pages and allow users to navigate from one to another via

hyperlinks. Web documents may contain almost any combination of computer data

including graphics, sounds, text, video, multimedia and interactive content including

games, office applications and scientific demonstrations.

Through keyword-driven Internet research using search engines like Yahoo! and

Google, millions of people worldwide have easy, instant access to a vast and diverse

amount of online information. Compared to encyclopedias and traditional libraries,

the World Wide Web has enabled a sudden and extreme decentralization of

information and data.

Using the Web, it is also easier than ever before for individuals and organisations to

publish ideas and information to an extremely large audience. Anyone can find ways

to publish a web page, a blog or build a website for very little initial cost. Publishing

and maintaining large, professional websites full of attractive, diverse and up-to-date

information is still a difficult and expensive proposition, however.

Many individuals and some companies and groups use "web logs" or blogs, which are

largely used as easily updatable online diaries. Some commercial organisations

encourage staff to fill them with advice on their areas of specialization in the hope

that visitors will be impressed by the expert knowledge and free information, and be

attracted to the corporation as a result. One example of this practice is Microsoft,

whose product developers publish their personal blogs in order to pique the public's

interest in their work.

Collections of personal web pages published by large service providers remain

popular, and have become increasingly sophisticated. Whereas operations such as
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Angelfire and GeoCities have existed since the early days of the Web, newer offerings

from, for example, Facebook and MySpace currently have large followings. These

operations often brand themselves as social network services rather than simply as

web page hosts.

Advertising on popular web pages can be lucrative, and e-commerce or the sale of

products and services directly via the Web continues to grow.

In the early days, web pages were usually created as sets of complete and isolated

HTML text files stored on a web server. More recently, websites are more often

created using content management or wiki software with, initially, very little content.

Contributors to these systems, who may be paid staff, members of a club or other

organisation or members of the public, fill underlying databases with content using

editing pages designed for that purpose, while casual visitors view and read this

content in its final HTML form. There may or may not be editorial, approval and

security systems built into the process of taking newly entered content and making it

available to the target visitors.

8.3 Remote access

The Internet allows computer users to connect to other computers and information

stores easily, wherever they may be across the world. They may do this with or

without the use of security, authentication and encryption technologies, depending on

the requirements.

This is encouraging new ways of working from home, collaboration and information

sharing in many industries. An accountant sitting at home can audit the books of a

company based in another country, on a server situated in a third country that is

remotely maintained by IT specialists in a fourth. These accounts could have been

created by home-working bookkeepers, in other remote locations, based on

information e-mailed to them from offices all over the world. Some of these things

were possible before the widespread use of the Internet, but the cost of private leased

lines would have made many of them infeasible in practice.
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An office worker away from his desk, perhaps on the other side of the world on a

business trip or a holiday, can open a remote desktop session into his normal office

PC using a secure Virtual Private Network (VPN) connection via the Internet. This

gives the worker complete access to all of his or her normal files and data, including

e-mail and other applications, while away from the office.

This concept is also referred to by some network security people as the Virtual Private

Nightmare, because it extends the secure perimeter of a corporate network into its

employees' homes.

8.4 Collaboration

The low cost and nearly instantaneous sharing of ideas, knowledge, and skills has

made collaborative work dramatically easier. Not only can a group cheaply

communicate and share ideas, but the wide reach of the Internet allows such groups to

easily form in the first place. An example of this is the free software movement,

which has produced Linux, Mozilla Firefox, OpenOffice.org etc.

Internet "chat", whether in the form of IRC chat rooms or channels, or via instant

messaging systems, allow colleagues to stay in touch in a very convenient way when

working at their computers during the day. Messages can be exchanged even more

quickly and conveniently than via e-mail. Extensions to these systems may allow files

to be exchanged, "whiteboard" drawings to be shared or voice and video contact

between team members.

Version control systems allow collaborating teams to work on shared sets of

documents without either accidentally overwriting each other's work or having

members wait until they get "sent" documents to be able to make their contributions.

Business and project teams can share calendars as well as documents and other

information. Such collaboration occurs in a wide variety of areas including scientific

research, software development, conference planning, political activism and creative

writing.
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8.5 File sharing

A computer file can be e-mailed to customers, colleagues and friends as an

attachment. It can be uploaded to a website or FTP server for easy download by

others. It can be put into a "shared location" or onto a file server for instant use by

colleagues. The load of bulk downloads to many users can be eased by the use of

"mirror" servers or peer-to-peer networks.

In any of these cases, access to the file may be controlled by user authentication, the

transit of the file over the Internet may be obscured by encryption, and money may

change hands for access to the file. The price can be paid by the remote charging of

funds from, for example, a credit card whose details are also passedhopefully fully

encryptedacross the Internet. The origin and authenticity of the file received may be

checked by digital signatures or by MD5 or other message digests.

These simple features of the Internet, over a worldwide basis, are changing the

production, sale, and distribution of anything that can be reduced to a computer file

for transmission. This includes all manner of print publications, software products,

news, music, film, video, photography, graphics and the other arts. This in turn has

caused seismic shifts in each of the existing industries that previously controlled the

production and distribution of these products.

8.6 Streaming media

Many existing radio and television broadcasters provide Internet "feeds" of their live

audio and video streams (for example, the BBC). They may also allow time-shift

viewing or listening such as Preview, Classic Clips and Listen Again features. These

providers have been joined by a range of pure Internet "broadcasters" who never had

on-air licenses. This means that an Internet-connected device, such as a computer or

something more specific, can be used to access on-line media in much the same way

as was previously possible only with a television or radio receiver. The range of

material is much wider, from pornography to highly specialized, technical webcasts.
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Podcasting is a variation on this theme, whereusually audiomaterial is downloaded

and played back on a computer or shifted to a portable media player to be listened to

on the move. These techniques using simple equipment allow anybody, with little

censorship or licensing control, to broadcast audio-visual material on a worldwide

basis.

Webcams can be seen as an even lower-budget extension of this phenomenon. While

some webcams can give full-frame-rate video, the picture is usually either small or

updates slowly. Internet users can watch animals around an African waterhole, ships

in the Panama Canal, traffic at a local roundabout or monitor their own premises, live

and in real time. Video chat rooms and video conferencing are also popular with

many uses being found for personal webcams, with and without two-way sound.

YouTube was founded on 15 February 2005 and is now the leading website for free

streaming video with a vast number of users. It uses a flash-based web player to

stream and show the video files. Users are able to watch videos without signing up;

however, if they do sign up, they are able to upload an unlimited amount of videos

and build their own personal profile. YouTube claims that its users watch hundreds of

millions, and upload hundreds of thousands, of videos daily.

8.9 Internet Telephony (VoIP)

VoIP stands for Voice-over-Internet Protocol, referring to the protocol that underlies

all Internet communication. The idea began in the early 1990s with walkie-talkie-like

voice applications for personal computers. In recent years many VoIP systems have

become as easy to use and as convenient as a normal telephone. The benefit is that, as

the Internet carries the voice traffic, VoIP can be free or cost much less than a

traditional telephone call, especially over long distances and especially for those with

always-on Internet connections such as cable or ADSL.

VoIP is maturing into a competitive alternative to traditional telephone service.

Interoperability between different providers has improved and the ability to call or
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receive a call from a traditional telephone is available. Simple, inexpensive VoIP

network adapters are available that eliminate the need for a personal computer.

Voice quality can still vary from call to call but is often equal to and can even exceed

that of traditional calls.

Remaining problems for VoIP include emergency telephone number dialling and

reliability. Currently, a few VoIP providers provide an emergency service, but it is not

universally available. Traditional phones are line-powered and operate during a power

failure; VoIP does not do so without a backup power source for the phone equipment

and the Internet access devices.

VoIP has also become increasingly popular for gaming applications, as a form of

communication between players. Popular VoIP clients for gaming include Ventrilo

and Teamspeak, and others. PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 also offer VoIP chat features

Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Keypals

 WebQuest

 How to develop a WebQuest

Definition/Overview:

In Topic 12 we demonstrate ways in which students could use the Internet to enhance

learning, increase productivity, and prepare and produce creative projects. We discuss some

of the ways that students and teachers can use the Internet to collaborate, publish and interact

with individuals from around the world.

The Internet is just one of a variety of media formats that is used to communicate information

and ideas to others around the corner and in distant lands. Our discussion covers all of the

tools that students and teachers will use while they use the Internet to construct their own
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knowledge; collaborate between and among students through various projects and thematic

units; provide a global perspective and interchange of ideas.

Key Points:

1. Keypals

Keypals is a great Internet tool to enhance your students' communication, language, and

keyboarding skills. Keypals is also known as computer keyboard pen pals. The only

difference between keypals and penpals is that instead of using a pen, keypals uses the

computer keyboard as a way of communicating. Keypals is a forum for sharing ideas and

projects, and asking for advice from others. Many teachers find keypals to be rewarding,

motivating, and exciting for their students.

The purposes of keypals can take on many forms such as: discussing a topic of mutual

interest, exchanging friendly letters, comparing information, exchanging cultural information,

etc. There are many resources on the Internet that help teachers find other classrooms for

keypal exchanges.

2. WebQuest

A WebQuest is a learning activity used by educators. During this activity learners read,

analyze, and synthesize information using the World Wide Web. Webquests were invented

by Bernie Dodge and Tom March at San Diego State University in 1995.

According to Dodge's original publication a WebQuest is "an inquiry-oriented activity in

which some or all of the information that learners interact with comes from resources on the

internet, optionally supplemented with videoconferencing" (Dodge, 1995a; Dodge, 1995b).
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3. How to develop a WebQuest

Learners typically complete WebQuests as cooperative groups. Each learner within a group

can be given a "role," or specific area to research. WebQuests may take the form of role-

playing scenarios, where students take on the personas of professional researchers or

historical figures.

A teacher can search for WebQuests on a particular topic or they can develop their own using

a web editor like Microsoft FrontPage or Dreamweaver. This tool allows learners to complete

various tasks using other Cognitive tools (e.g. Inspiration, MS Word, PowerPoint, Access,

Excel, and Publisher). WebQuests may be created by anyone, typically they are developed by

educators. The first part of a WebQuest is the introduction. This describes the WebQuest and

gives the purpose of the activity. Next describes what students will do. Then is a list of what

to do and how to do it. There are usually a list of links to follow to complete the activity.

Finally WebQuests do not have to be developed as a true web site. They may be developed

and implemented using lower threshold (less demanding) technologies, (e.g. they may be

saved as a word document on a local computer).

Many Webquests are being developed by college students across the United States as a

requirement for their K-12 Planning e-portfolio. Students at The Univeristy of North Carolina

at Charlotte (UNCC) have led the charge into the next virtual wave of Webquests.

4. Podcast

A podcast is a series of audio or video digital media files which is distributed over the

Internet by syndicated download, through Web feeds, to portable media players and personal

computers. Though the same content may also be made available by direct download or

streaming, a podcast is distinguished from most other digital media formats by its ability to

be syndicated, subscribed to, and downloaded automatically when new content is added. Like

the term broadcast, podcast can refer either to the series of content itself or to the method by

which it is syndicated; the latter is also called podcasting. The host or author of a podcast is

often called a podcaster.
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The term is a portmanteau of the words "iPod" and "broadcast", the Apple iPod being the

brand of portable media player for which the first podcasting scripts were developed (see

history of podcasting). Such scripts allow podcasts to be automatically transferred from a

personal computer to a mobile device after they are downloaded.

As more devices other than iPods became able to synchronize with podcast feeds, a

backronym developed where podcast stood for "Personal On Demand broadCAST." though

such a definition would create a misnomer, because podcasts are not available "on demand";

they are subscribed to and usually received at set intervals. Such a definition would more

accurately describe a direct download or streaming media.

5. Other uses

Podcasting's initial appeal was to allow individuals to distribute their own radio-style shows,

such as Kooba Radio, but the system quickly became used in a wide variety of other ways,

including re-broadcast of traditional radio and television content, distribution of school

lessons, official and unofficial audio tours of museums, conference meeting alerts and

updates, and by police departments to distribute public safety messages.

Podcasting is becoming increasingly popular in education. Podcasts enable students and

teachers to share information with anyone at any time. An absent student can download the

podcast of the recorded lesson. It can be a tool for teachers or administrators to communicate

curriculum, assignments and other information with parents and the community. Teachers

can record book discussions, vocabulary or foreign language lessons, international pen pal

letters, music performance, interviews, and debates. Podcasting can be a publishing tool for

student oral presentations. Video podcasts can be used in all these ways as well. Also

embedding slides with audio see enhanced podcasts.

6. Trademarks

On February 5, 2005, Shae Spencer Management LLC of Fairport, New York filed a

trademark application to register PODCAST for an 'online prerecorded radio program over
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the internet'. On September 9, 2005, the United States Patent and Trademark Office rejected

the application. The rejection notice cited Wikipedia's podcast entry as describing the history

of the term.

As of September 20, 2005, known trademarks that attempted to capitalize on podcast include:

Podcast Realty, GuidePod, PodGizmo, Pod-Casting, MyPod, Podvertiser, Podango, ePodcast,

PodCabin, Podcaster, PodShop, PodKitchen, Podgram, GodPod and Podcast.

As of February 2007, there were 24 attempts to register trademarks containing the word

"PODCAST" in United States, but only "PODCAST READY" from Podcast Ready, Inc. was

approved.

On September 26, 2006, it was reported that Apple Computer started to crack down on

businesses using the acronym 'POD,' in product and company names. Apple sent a cease-and-

desist order that week to Podcast Ready, Inc., which markets an application known as

'myPodder'. Lawyers for Apple contended allegedly that the term "pod" has been used by the

public to refer to Apple's music player so extensively that it falls under Apple's trademark

cover. It was speculated that such activity was part of a bigger campaign for Apple to expand

the scope of its existing iPod trademark, which included trademarking "IPODCAST,"

"IPOD," and "POD." On November 16, 2006, Apple Trademark Department returned a letter

claiming Apple does not object to third party usage of "podcast" to refer to podcasting

services and that Apple does not license the term(s)

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Learning With Internet Tools

Internet Applications In Education

Topic Objective:

 Internet

 Today's Internet

 Internet protocols

 Internet structure

 ICANN
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 Common uses

Definition/Overview:

Topic 11 examines the use of the Internet as a network of networks to access and exchange

information. It briefly traces its development and explains its design. The impact of e-mail is

discussed and parts of an e-mail address are explained. Proper network etiquette and

acceptable use policies are discussed. Internet navigation and retrieval tools such as search

engines are reviewed.

The topics major focus is on an understanding of the World Wide Web and its curriculum

implications. The proper citation of Internet references and copyright concerns are the proper

citation of Internet references and copyright concerns. Web page construction and the use of

HTML editors is explored.

Key Points:

1. Internet

The Internet is a global system of interconnected computer networks that interchange data by

packet switching using the standardized Internet Protocol Suite (TCP/IP). It is a "network of

networks" that consists of millions of private and public, academic, business, and government

networks of local to global scope that are linked by copper wires, fiber-optic cables, wireless

connections, and other technologies.

The Internet carries various information resources and services, such as electronic mail,

online chat, file transfer and file sharing, online gaming, and the inter-linked hypertext

documents and other resources of the World Wide Web (WWW).
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Today's Internet

Aside from the complex physical connections that make up its infrastructure, the Internet is

facilitated by bi- or multi-lateral commercial contracts (e.g., peering agreements), and by

technical specifications or protocols that describe how to exchange data over the network.

Indeed, the Internet is defined by its interconnections and routing policies.

As of June 30, 2008, 1.463 billion people use the Internet according to Internet World Stats.

2. Internet protocols

The complex communications infrastructure of the Internet consists of its hardware

components and a system of software layers that control various aspects of the architecture.

While the hardware can often be used to support other software systems, it is the design and

the rigorous standardization process of the software architecture that characterizes the

Internet.

The responsibility for the architectural design of the Internet software systems has been

delegated to the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The IETF conducts standard-setting

work groups, open to any individual, about the various aspects of Internet architecture.

Resulting discussions and final standards are published in Requests for Comments (RFCs),

freely available on the IETF web site.

The principal methods of networking that enable the Internet are contained in a series of

RFCs that constitute the Internet Standards. These standards describe a system known as the

Internet Protocol Suite. This is a model architecture that divides methods into a layered

system of protocols (RFC 1122, RFC 1123). The layers correspond to the environment or

scope in which their services operate. At the top is the space (Application Layer) of the

software application, e.g., a web browser application, and just below it is the Transport Layer

which connects applications on different hosts via the network (e.g., client-server model).
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The underlying network consists of two layers: the Internet Layer which enables computers

to connect to one-another via intermediate (transit) networks and thus is the layer that

establishes internetworking and the Internet, and lastly, at the bottom, is a software layer that

provides connectivity between hosts on the same local link (therefor called Link Layer), e.g.,

a local area network (LAN) or a dial-up connection. This model is also known as the TCP/IP

model of networking. While other models have been developed, such as the Open Systems

Interconnection (OSI) model, they are not compatible in the details of description, nor

implementation.

The most prominent component of the Internet model is the Internet Protocol (IP) which

provides addressing systems for computers on the Internet and facilitates the internetworking

of networks. IP Version 4 (IPv4) is the initial version used on the first generation of the

today's Internet and is still in dominant use. It was designed to address up to ~4.3 billion (109)

Internet hosts. However, the explosive growth of the Internet has led to IPv4 address

exhaustion. A new protocol version, IPv6, was developed which provides vastly larger

addressing capabilities and more efficient routing of data traffic. IPv6 is currently in

commercial deployment phase around the world.

IPv6 is not interoperable with IPv4. It essentially establishes a "parallel" version of the

Internet not accessible with IPv4 software. This means software upgrades are necessary for

every networking device that needs to communicate on the IPv6 Internet. Most modern

computer operating systems are already converted to operate with both versions of the

Internet Protocol. Network infrastructures, however, are still lagging in this development.

3. Internet structure

There have been many analyses of the Internet and its structure. For example, it has been

determined that the Internet IP routing structure and hypertext links of the World Wide Web

are examples of scale-free networks.

Similar to the way the commercial Internet providers connect via Internet exchange points,

research networks tend to interconnect into large subnetworks such as the following:

 GEANT
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 GLORIAD

 The Internet2 Network (formally known as the Abilene Network)

 JANET (the UK's national research and education network)

These in turn are built around relatively smaller networks. See also the list of academic

computer network organizations.

In computer network diagrams, the Internet is often represented by a cloud symbol, into and

out of which network communications can pass.

4. ICANN

The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) is the authority that

coordinates the assignment of unique identifiers on the Internet, including domain names,

Internet Protocol (IP) addresses, and protocol port and parameter numbers. A globally unified

namespace (i.e., a system of names in which there is at most one holder for each possible

name) is essential for the Internet to function. ICANN is headquartered in Marina del Rey,

California, but is overseen by an international board of directors drawn from across the

Internet technical, business, academic, and non-commercial communities. The US

government continues to have the primary role in approving changes to the root zone file that

lies at the heart of the domain name system. Because the Internet is a distributed network

comprising many voluntarily interconnected networks, the Internet has no governing body.

ICANN's role in coordinating the assignment of unique identifiers distinguishes it as perhaps

the only central coordinating body on the global Internet, but the scope of its authority

extends only to the Internet's systems of domain names, IP addresses, protocol ports and

parameter numbers.

On November 16, 2005, the World Summit on the Information Society, held in Tunis,

established the Internet Governance Forum (IGF) to discuss Internet-related issues.
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5. Language

The prevalent language for communication on the Internet is English. This may be a result of

the Internet's origins, as well as English's role as a lingua franca. It may also be related to the

poor capability of early computers, largely originating in the United States, to handle

characters other than those in the English variant of the Latin alphabet.

After English (29% of Web visitors) the most requested languages on the World Wide Web

are Chinese (19%), Spanish (9%), Japanese (6%), French (5%) and German (4%).

By region, 40% of the world's Internet users are based in Asia, 26% in Europe, 17% in North

America, 10% in Latin America and the Caribbean, 4% in Africa, 3% in the Middle East and

1% in Australia.

The Internet's technologies have developed enough in recent years, especially in the use of

Unicode, that good facilities are available for development and communication in most

widely used languages. However, some glitches such as mojibake (incorrect display of

foreign language characters, also known as kryakozyabry) still remain.

6. Internet and the workplace

The Internet is allowing greater flexibility in working hours and location, especially with the

spread of unmetered high-speed connections and Web applications.

7. The Internet viewed on mobile devices

The Internet can now be accessed virtually anywhere by numerous means. Mobile phones,

datacards, handheld game consoles and cellular routers allow users to connect to the Internet

from anywhere there is a cellular network supporting that device's technology.

Within the limitations imposed by the small screen and other limited facilities of such a

pocket-sized device, all the services of the Internet, including email and web browsing, may
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be available in this way. Service providers may restrict the range of these services and

charges for data access may be significant, compared to home usage.

8. Common uses

8.1 E-mail

The concept of sending electronic text messages between parties in a way analogous

to mailing letters or memos predates the creation of the Internet. Even today it can be

important to distinguish between Internet and internal e-mail systems. Internet e-mail

may travel and be stored unencrypted on many other networks and machines out of

both the sender's and the recipient's control. During this time it is quite possible for

the content to be read and even tampered with by third parties, if anyone considers it

important enough. Purely internal or intranet mail systems, where the information

never leaves the corporate or organization's network, are much more secure, although

in any organization there will be IT and other personnel whose job may involve

monitoring, and occasionally accessing, the e-mail of other employees not addressed

to them. Today you can send pictures and attach files on e-mail. Most e-mail servers

today also feature the ability to send e-mail to multiple e-mail addresses.

E-Mail E-mail is a means or system of transmitting messages electronically. It is any

method of creating, transmitting, or storing. E-mails are what allow people to keep in

touch with other people in an easy and fast way because of the invention of the

Internet. It is a quick way to send a message or document or eve a file or just anything

to someone or the other. Not only can the email be sent to one person but it can also

be sent to as many people as it is needed to be sent to. If one receives an email that

they need to send to others they are able to forward the message to anyone they chose

to There are many different types of websites such as Google, yahoo, msn, etc. to

create email accounts on. Creating an account in any of these still allows for one to

communicate with anyone from any of the different types of accounts. All email

accounts created are free and anyone is allowed to create one. E-mails are very secure

and private between the sender and recipient and allow for information to be very

easily sent and replied to.
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8.2 The World Wide Web

Many people use the terms Internet and World Wide Web (or just the Web)

interchangeably, but, as discussed above, the two terms are not synonymous.

The World Wide Web is a huge set of interlinked documents, images and other

resources, linked by hyperlinks and URLs. These hyperlinks and URLs allow the web

servers and other machines that store originals, and cached copies of, these resources

to deliver them as required using HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol). HTTP is only

one of the communication protocols used on the Internet.

Web services also use HTTP to allow software systems to communicate in order to

share and exchange business logic and data.

Software products that can access the resources of the Web are correctly termed user

agents. In normal use, web browsers, such as Internet Explorer, Firefox and Apple

Safari, access web pages and allow users to navigate from one to another via

hyperlinks. Web documents may contain almost any combination of computer data

including graphics, sounds, text, video, multimedia and interactive content including

games, office applications and scientific demonstrations.

Through keyword-driven Internet research using search engines like Yahoo! and

Google, millions of people worldwide have easy, instant access to a vast and diverse

amount of online information. Compared to encyclopedias and traditional libraries,

the World Wide Web has enabled a sudden and extreme decentralization of

information and data.

Using the Web, it is also easier than ever before for individuals and organisations to

publish ideas and information to an extremely large audience. Anyone can find ways

to publish a web page, a blog or build a website for very little initial cost. Publishing

and maintaining large, professional websites full of attractive, diverse and up-to-date

information is still a difficult and expensive proposition, however.
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Many individuals and some companies and groups use "web logs" or blogs, which are

largely used as easily updatable online diaries. Some commercial organisations

encourage staff to fill them with advice on their areas of specialization in the hope

that visitors will be impressed by the expert knowledge and free information, and be

attracted to the corporation as a result. One example of this practice is Microsoft,

whose product developers publish their personal blogs in order to pique the public's

interest in their work.

Collections of personal web pages published by large service providers remain

popular, and have become increasingly sophisticated. Whereas operations such as

Angelfire and GeoCities have existed since the early days of the Web, newer offerings

from, for example, Facebook and MySpace currently have large followings. These

operations often brand themselves as social network services rather than simply as

web page hosts.

Advertising on popular web pages can be lucrative, and e-commerce or the sale of

products and services directly via the Web continues to grow.

In the early days, web pages were usually created as sets of complete and isolated

HTML text files stored on a web server. More recently, websites are more often

created using content management or wiki software with, initially, very little content.

Contributors to these systems, who may be paid staff, members of a club or other

organisation or members of the public, fill underlying databases with content using

editing pages designed for that purpose, while casual visitors view and read this

content in its final HTML form. There may or may not be editorial, approval and

security systems built into the process of taking newly entered content and making it

available to the target visitors.

8.3 Remote access

The Internet allows computer users to connect to other computers and information

stores easily, wherever they may be across the world. They may do this with or
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without the use of security, authentication and encryption technologies, depending on

the requirements.

This is encouraging new ways of working from home, collaboration and information

sharing in many industries. An accountant sitting at home can audit the books of a

company based in another country, on a server situated in a third country that is

remotely maintained by IT specialists in a fourth. These accounts could have been

created by home-working bookkeepers, in other remote locations, based on

information e-mailed to them from offices all over the world. Some of these things

were possible before the widespread use of the Internet, but the cost of private leased

lines would have made many of them infeasible in practice.

An office worker away from his desk, perhaps on the other side of the world on a

business trip or a holiday, can open a remote desktop session into his normal office

PC using a secure Virtual Private Network (VPN) connection via the Internet. This

gives the worker complete access to all of his or her normal files and data, including

e-mail and other applications, while away from the office.

This concept is also referred to by some network security people as the Virtual Private

Nightmare, because it extends the secure perimeter of a corporate network into its

employees' homes.

8.4 Collaboration

The low cost and nearly instantaneous sharing of ideas, knowledge, and skills has

made collaborative work dramatically easier. Not only can a group cheaply

communicate and share ideas, but the wide reach of the Internet allows such groups to

easily form in the first place. An example of this is the free software movement,

which has produced Linux, Mozilla Firefox, OpenOffice.org etc.

Internet "chat", whether in the form of IRC chat rooms or channels, or via instant

messaging systems, allow colleagues to stay in touch in a very convenient way when

working at their computers during the day. Messages can be exchanged even more

quickly and conveniently than via e-mail. Extensions to these systems may allow files
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to be exchanged, "whiteboard" drawings to be shared or voice and video contact

between team members.

Version control systems allow collaborating teams to work on shared sets of

documents without either accidentally overwriting each other's work or having

members wait until they get "sent" documents to be able to make their contributions.

Business and project teams can share calendars as well as documents and other

information. Such collaboration occurs in a wide variety of areas including scientific

research, software development, conference planning, political activism and creative

writing.

8.5 File sharing

A computer file can be e-mailed to customers, colleagues and friends as an

attachment. It can be uploaded to a website or FTP server for easy download by

others. It can be put into a "shared location" or onto a file server for instant use by

colleagues. The load of bulk downloads to many users can be eased by the use of

"mirror" servers or peer-to-peer networks.

In any of these cases, access to the file may be controlled by user authentication, the

transit of the file over the Internet may be obscured by encryption, and money may

change hands for access to the file. The price can be paid by the remote charging of

funds from, for example, a credit card whose details are also passedhopefully fully

encryptedacross the Internet. The origin and authenticity of the file received may be

checked by digital signatures or by MD5 or other message digests.

These simple features of the Internet, over a worldwide basis, are changing the

production, sale, and distribution of anything that can be reduced to a computer file

for transmission. This includes all manner of print publications, software products,

news, music, film, video, photography, graphics and the other arts. This in turn has

caused seismic shifts in each of the existing industries that previously controlled the

production and distribution of these products.
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8.6 Streaming media

Many existing radio and television broadcasters provide Internet "feeds" of their live

audio and video streams (for example, the BBC). They may also allow time-shift

viewing or listening such as Preview, Classic Clips and Listen Again features. These

providers have been joined by a range of pure Internet "broadcasters" who never had

on-air licenses. This means that an Internet-connected device, such as a computer or

something more specific, can be used to access on-line media in much the same way

as was previously possible only with a television or radio receiver. The range of

material is much wider, from pornography to highly specialized, technical webcasts.

Podcasting is a variation on this theme, whereusually audiomaterial is downloaded

and played back on a computer or shifted to a portable media player to be listened to

on the move. These techniques using simple equipment allow anybody, with little

censorship or licensing control, to broadcast audio-visual material on a worldwide

basis.

Webcams can be seen as an even lower-budget extension of this phenomenon. While

some webcams can give full-frame-rate video, the picture is usually either small or

updates slowly. Internet users can watch animals around an African waterhole, ships

in the Panama Canal, traffic at a local roundabout or monitor their own premises, live

and in real time. Video chat rooms and video conferencing are also popular with

many uses being found for personal webcams, with and without two-way sound.

YouTube was founded on 15 February 2005 and is now the leading website for free

streaming video with a vast number of users. It uses a flash-based web player to

stream and show the video files. Users are able to watch videos without signing up;

however, if they do sign up, they are able to upload an unlimited amount of videos

and build their own personal profile. YouTube claims that its users watch hundreds of

millions, and upload hundreds of thousands, of videos daily.
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8.9 Internet Telephony (VoIP)

VoIP stands for Voice-over-Internet Protocol, referring to the protocol that underlies

all Internet communication. The idea began in the early 1990s with walkie-talkie-like

voice applications for personal computers. In recent years many VoIP systems have

become as easy to use and as convenient as a normal telephone. The benefit is that, as

the Internet carries the voice traffic, VoIP can be free or cost much less than a

traditional telephone call, especially over long distances and especially for those with

always-on Internet connections such as cable or ADSL.

VoIP is maturing into a competitive alternative to traditional telephone service.

Interoperability between different providers has improved and the ability to call or

receive a call from a traditional telephone is available. Simple, inexpensive VoIP

network adapters are available that eliminate the need for a personal computer.

Voice quality can still vary from call to call but is often equal to and can even exceed

that of traditional calls.

Remaining problems for VoIP include emergency telephone number dialling and

reliability. Currently, a few VoIP providers provide an emergency service, but it is not

universally available. Traditional phones are line-powered and operate during a power

failure; VoIP does not do so without a backup power source for the phone equipment

and the Internet access devices.

VoIP has also become increasingly popular for gaming applications, as a form of

communication between players. Popular VoIP clients for gaming include Ventrilo

and Teamspeak, and others. PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 also offer VoIP chat features

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Keypals
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 WebQuest

 How to develop a WebQuest

Definition/Overview:

In Topic 12 we demonstrate ways in which students could use the Internet to enhance

learning, increase productivity, and prepare and produce creative projects. We discuss some

of the ways that students and teachers can use the Internet to collaborate, publish and interact

with individuals from around the world.

The Internet is just one of a variety of media formats that is used to communicate information

and ideas to others around the corner and in distant lands. Our discussion covers all of the

tools that students and teachers will use while they use the Internet to construct their own

knowledge; collaborate between and among students through various projects and thematic

units; provide a global perspective and interchange of ideas.

Key Points:

1. Keypals

Keypals is a great Internet tool to enhance your students' communication, language, and

keyboarding skills. Keypals is also known as computer keyboard pen pals. The only

difference between keypals and penpals is that instead of using a pen, keypals uses the

computer keyboard as a way of communicating. Keypals is a forum for sharing ideas and

projects, and asking for advice from others. Many teachers find keypals to be rewarding,

motivating, and exciting for their students.

The purposes of keypals can take on many forms such as: discussing a topic of mutual

interest, exchanging friendly letters, comparing information, exchanging cultural information,
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etc. There are many resources on the Internet that help teachers find other classrooms for

keypal exchanges.

2. WebQuest

A WebQuest is a learning activity used by educators. During this activity learners read,

analyze, and synthesize information using the World Wide Web. Webquests were invented

by Bernie Dodge and Tom March at San Diego State University in 1995.

According to Dodge's original publication a WebQuest is "an inquiry-oriented activity in

which some or all of the information that learners interact with comes from resources on the

internet, optionally supplemented with videoconferencing" (Dodge, 1995a; Dodge, 1995b).

3. How to develop a WebQuest

Learners typically complete WebQuests as cooperative groups. Each learner within a group

can be given a "role," or specific area to research. WebQuests may take the form of role-

playing scenarios, where students take on the personas of professional researchers or

historical figures.

A teacher can search for WebQuests on a particular topic or they can develop their own using

a web editor like Microsoft FrontPage or Dreamweaver. This tool allows learners to complete

various tasks using other Cognitive tools (e.g. Inspiration, MS Word, PowerPoint, Access,

Excel, and Publisher). WebQuests may be created by anyone, typically they are developed by

educators. The first part of a WebQuest is the introduction. This describes the WebQuest and

gives the purpose of the activity. Next describes what students will do. Then is a list of what

to do and how to do it. There are usually a list of links to follow to complete the activity.

Finally WebQuests do not have to be developed as a true web site. They may be developed

and implemented using lower threshold (less demanding) technologies, (e.g. they may be

saved as a word document on a local computer).
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Many Webquests are being developed by college students across the United States as a

requirement for their K-12 Planning e-portfolio. Students at The Univeristy of North Carolina

at Charlotte (UNCC) have led the charge into the next virtual wave of Webquests.

4. Podcast

A podcast is a series of audio or video digital media files which is distributed over the

Internet by syndicated download, through Web feeds, to portable media players and personal

computers. Though the same content may also be made available by direct download or

streaming, a podcast is distinguished from most other digital media formats by its ability to

be syndicated, subscribed to, and downloaded automatically when new content is added. Like

the term broadcast, podcast can refer either to the series of content itself or to the method by

which it is syndicated; the latter is also called podcasting. The host or author of a podcast is

often called a podcaster.

The term is a portmanteau of the words "iPod" and "broadcast", the Apple iPod being the

brand of portable media player for which the first podcasting scripts were developed (see

history of podcasting). Such scripts allow podcasts to be automatically transferred from a

personal computer to a mobile device after they are downloaded.

As more devices other than iPods became able to synchronize with podcast feeds, a

backronym developed where podcast stood for "Personal On Demand broadCAST." though

such a definition would create a misnomer, because podcasts are not available "on demand";

they are subscribed to and usually received at set intervals. Such a definition would more

accurately describe a direct download or streaming media.

5. Other uses

Podcasting's initial appeal was to allow individuals to distribute their own radio-style shows,

such as Kooba Radio, but the system quickly became used in a wide variety of other ways,

including re-broadcast of traditional radio and television content, distribution of school
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lessons, official and unofficial audio tours of museums, conference meeting alerts and

updates, and by police departments to distribute public safety messages.

Podcasting is becoming increasingly popular in education. Podcasts enable students and

teachers to share information with anyone at any time. An absent student can download the

podcast of the recorded lesson. It can be a tool for teachers or administrators to communicate

curriculum, assignments and other information with parents and the community. Teachers

can record book discussions, vocabulary or foreign language lessons, international pen pal

letters, music performance, interviews, and debates. Podcasting can be a publishing tool for

student oral presentations. Video podcasts can be used in all these ways as well. Also

embedding slides with audio see enhanced podcasts.

6. Trademarks

On February 5, 2005, Shae Spencer Management LLC of Fairport, New York filed a

trademark application to register PODCAST for an 'online prerecorded radio program over

the internet'. On September 9, 2005, the United States Patent and Trademark Office rejected

the application. The rejection notice cited Wikipedia's podcast entry as describing the history

of the term.

As of September 20, 2005, known trademarks that attempted to capitalize on podcast include:

Podcast Realty, GuidePod, PodGizmo, Pod-Casting, MyPod, Podvertiser, Podango, ePodcast,

PodCabin, Podcaster, PodShop, PodKitchen, Podgram, GodPod and Podcast.

As of February 2007, there were 24 attempts to register trademarks containing the word

"PODCAST" in United States, but only "PODCAST READY" from Podcast Ready, Inc. was

approved.

On September 26, 2006, it was reported that Apple Computer started to crack down on

businesses using the acronym 'POD,' in product and company names. Apple sent a cease-and-

desist order that week to Podcast Ready, Inc., which markets an application known as

'myPodder'. Lawyers for Apple contended allegedly that the term "pod" has been used by the

public to refer to Apple's music player so extensively that it falls under Apple's trademark

cover. It was speculated that such activity was part of a bigger campaign for Apple to expand
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the scope of its existing iPod trademark, which included trademarking "IPODCAST,"

"IPOD," and "POD." On November 16, 2006, Apple Trademark Department returned a letter

claiming Apple does not object to third party usage of "podcast" to refer to podcasting

services and that Apple does not license the term(s
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